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FROM THE PRESIDENT

“The University of Rhode Island offers first-class education to the future leaders of the world. But perhaps even more inspiring are the students, staff, faculty, and alumni who work, teach, and learn on our campuses and in our communities. It is the dynamic interactions of our everyday lives that encourage and empower us to believe in ourselves, support one another, and be the absolute best community we can be.”

—Marc Parlange

Dear Class of 2023,

Congratulations! I am pleased to formally recognize the incredible passion, commitment, and hard work you put into making today a reality. Without a doubt, your road to Commencement has been full of twists and turns, bumps and roadblocks. Indeed, the past few years have been exceedingly challenging for the world. But here at URI, I have been impressed with your agility and perseverance. Like many across the globe, you pushed yourselves to do incredible things, and I am proud to be a part of this community of big thinkers and doers who are moving us forward, together.

I am certain that when you leave the University, you will be well-equipped for whatever lies ahead and poised for success. In fact, I only have to walk through our campuses, grab a seat in the stands or the theater, listen in on a lecture or colloquium, venture into a lab, or stop to talk to any club to know that you have done great things at URI. Wherever your path takes you from here, I hope you bring a piece of the University along. I encourage you to lean on the connections you have made and the networks you have built. Stay an active and engaged member of the University, leverage the degree you have so richly earned, and you will reap the rewards for years to come. Your future is bright, with an open road on the horizon, and I can’t wait to see where you go from here.

Congratulations, Class of 2023!

Sincerely,

Marc B. Parlange
President, University of Rhode Island
ALMA MATER

All hail to thee, Rhode Island,
We pledge our faith anew,
While our heroes bring thee honor
With our banner of white and blue.
In truth we owe her much, for she's shown us the way
To achieve and be of service to the world.
So all hail our Alma Mater,
Rhode Island, our guide whate'er we do.
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Think big. It's what we do every day at URI. It has been our hallmark ever since a small group of people acted on a big idea more than 131 years ago. Foresight, perseverance, and integrity have been the very foundations of the University since its beginnings in 1888, when several South Kingstown residents, the South Kingstown Town Council, and the state of Rhode Island made a collective donation of $5,000 to purchase the 140-acre Oliver Watson Farm to establish a state agricultural school and experiment station.

Their action would exemplify the vision of President Abraham Lincoln and the Morrill Land-Grant Act of 1862, that education of the people and for the people was, and is, America's and the world's best hope for enduring prosperity and peace. In 1892, we became the Rhode Island College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, graduating our first 17 students just two years later. In 1951, we became the University of Rhode Island. Today, as we celebrate the University's 137th Commencement, those 140 original acres have grown into a 1,200-acre Kingston Campus, plus the Providence Campus, Narragansett Bay Campus, W. Alton Jones Campus, and the Rhode Island Nursing Education Center.

Much has happened during the past 131 years. Our colleges of nursing, pharmacy, business, engineering, arts and sciences, environment and life sciences, health sciences, and education and professional studies, and our Graduate School of Oceanography are signature centers of scholarship and research. More than 121 undergraduate and 78 graduate degree programs inspire our students and spark their creativity.

The University is known regionally and worldwide for its big ideas and pioneering research in such areas as ocean sciences, ocean engineering, coastal resiliency, food sustainability, fisheries, biomedical sciences; air, water, ground pollution, and plastic pollution; engineering, marine sciences, forensic sciences, neuroscience, pharmaceuticals, the behavioral sciences, and public health promotion.

In recognition of our enduring history, in 2017 the U.S. Department of the Interior recognized the beauty and architectural significance of our historic Quadrangle, designating the area as the University of Rhode Island Historic District, now part of the National Register of Historic Places.

Since 2007, the University has invested more than $1 billion in campus capital projects and improvements.

In November 2022, Rhode Island voters made it possible for improvements to continue at the Narragansett Bay Campus by approving a $100 million bond referendum. The funding will support phase two of the master plan to transform and modernize the campus, which will bolster URI’s role as a leader in the blue economy. The project will also spur job creation and economic development and create sustainable and equitable career opportunities for all Rhode Islanders.

As our 131st academic year draws to a close, the University’s enrollment has grown to more than 17,000 undergraduate and graduate students. Today, URI has about 143,000 alumni all over the world, including almost 60,000 who call Rhode Island home. On May 19, 20, and 21, as we celebrate our 137th Commencement, President Parlange is proud to welcome and confer undergraduate and graduate degrees upon about 4,100 of our newest alumni.

Work continues on the Fine Arts Center, thanks to a bond referendum approved by Rhode Islanders in 2021 to support higher education. The bond issue includes $57.3 million to continue renovations and improvements to the 55-year-old home of URI’s theater, music, and art departments. The center serves more than 5,000 students each year and brings more than 50,000 visitors to the Kingston Campus annually for stage plays, concerts, gallery shows, and smaller exhibits.

In the decades since its founding, the University has mourned its war dead, survived the Great Depression, been a part of the Civil Rights Movement, and protested wars, gun violence, and racial injustice, all while growing into a university with a global reach and broad impact in the state. Together, over the past three years, we successfully met the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic.

In the spring of 2022, URI’s 12th president, Marc B. Parlange, presided over the University’s 136th Commencement, the first one held in three years on our historic Quadrangle.

With the completion this month of a new pier and pump house at the Narragansett Bay Campus and upcoming construction of a new ocean robotics laboratory, phase one of the project is well underway. These projects will prepare the campus for the arrival of the new $125 million National Science Foundation Regional Class Research Vessel Narragansett Dawn—slated to be delivered in 2024.
UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND
GRADUATE COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
In the Thomas M. Ryan Center at 5 p.m.
Friday, May 19, 2023

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL  The University Brass Quintet
OPENING DECLARATION  José Amador, Professor Emeritus, Grand Marshal
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM  Sam Giunta, Class of 2024
DEDICATION  Thupten Tendhar, URI Center for Nonviolence and Peace Studies
GREETINGS  Marc B. Parlange, President, with Brenton DeBoef, Dean of the Graduate School, presiding
STUDENT SPEAKER  Tania Silva de Oliveira, Class of 2022
CONFERRAL OF DOCTORAL DEGREES  President Parlange, assisted by Barbara E. Wolfe, Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
HOODING OF DOCTORAL DEGREE RECIPIENTS  Major professors, assisted by Provost Wolfe
PRESENTATION OF DOCTORAL DIPLOMAS  President Parlange
CONFERRAL OF MASTER’S DEGREES  President Parlange, assisted by Provost Wolfe
PRESENTATION OF MASTER’S DEGREES  President Parlange
ALMA MATER  Sam Giunta, Class of 2024
RECESSIONAL  The University Brass Quintet
READER  Colleen Mouw, Associate Dean for Diversity and Academic Affairs, Graduate School

Music is provided by the University Brass Quintet:
Daniel Healey, trumpet
Brian Cardany, trumpet
Gerard Heroux, horn
Gary Vallee, trombone
Todd Hassett, tuba

The audience is requested to remain seated during the recessional.
A sign language interpreter will translate part of the Commencement exercises.
For special seating, please consult one of the ushers.
Due to environmental concerns, graduates and guests are asked not to release helium-filled balloons.
The possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited during Commencement exercises. We appreciate your cooperation.
UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND
MAIN COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES

On the Quadrangle at 10 a.m.
Saturday, May 20, 2023

PRELUDE  The American Band
  English Folk Song Suite, Ralph Vaughan Williams
  Sea Songs, Ralph Vaughan Williams
  First Suite in E-Flat, Gustav Holst
  Irish Tune from County Derry, Percy A. Grainger

PROCESSIONAL  Flourish for Wind Band, Ralph Vaughan Williams
  Grand Processional, Don Haddad
  Rhosymedre, Ralph Vaughan Williams (trans. Beeler)
  Pomp and Circumstance, Edward Elgar (arr. Sterrett)
  Sine Nomine, Ralph Vaughan Williams (arr. Houseknecht)

OPENING DECLARATION  Professor Michael A. Rice, President, Faculty Senate; Grand Marshal

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM  Regina Chaylee McAdam, Class 2022

DEDICATION  Thupten Tendhar, URI Center for Nonviolence and Peace Studies

GREETINGS AND INTRODUCTIONS  Marc B. Parlange, President

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES  President Parlange, assisted by Barbara E. Wolfe, Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
  Zaven Khachaturian, Honorary Doctor of Pharmaceutical Sciences
  Wendy Schmidt, Honorary Doctor of Science
  Clint Smith, Honorary Doctor of Education

Music is provided by the American Band, conducted by Brian Cardany, Director of Bands at URI. Founded in 1837, the American Band is one of the oldest music organizations in the United States, with an adult membership that includes professional musicians, music educators, and other talented musicians from throughout our community.

The audience is requested to remain seated during the recessional.
A sign language interpreter will translate part of the Commencement exercises.
For special seating, please consult one of the ushers.
Due to environmental concerns, graduates and guests are asked not to release helium-filled balloons.
The possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited during Commencement exercises. We appreciate your cooperation.
RECOGNITION OF FACULTY EMERITI  Provost Wolfe

RECOGNITION OF EXCELLENCE AWARD RECIPIENTS  Provost Wolfe

STUDENT SPEAKER  Mazen M. Taman, Class of 2023

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE  President Parlange, assisted by Provost Wolfe
Terry Tempest Williams, Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters

KEYNOTE ADDRESS  Terry Tempest Williams

CONFERRAL OF BACCALAUREATE DEGREES  President Parlange, assisted by Provost Wolfe

ALUMNI WELCOME  Alfred J. Verrecchia ’67, M.B.A. ’72, Hon. ’04, Chair, University of Rhode Island Foundation & Alumni Engagement Board of Directors

SOLO  Abby Giansiracusa, Class of 2025
God Bless America, Irving Berlin

ALMA MATER  Ricki Rizzo, Class of 2025

BENISON  President Parlange

RECESSIONAL  High Altitudes, Zachary Friedland ’13
A Festival Prelude, Alfred Reed
Friday, May 19, 2023
5 p.m.     GRADUATE SCHOOL
           Dean Brenton DeBoef, presiding
           Thomas M. Ryan Center

Saturday, May 20, 2023
12 p.m.    ARTS AND SCIENCES
           Dean Jeannette E. Riley, presiding
           Quadrangle (Ryan Center, in case of rain)

3 p.m.     NURSING
           Interim Dean Betty Rambur, presiding
           Keaney Gymnasium

4 p.m.     HEALTH SCIENCES
           Interim Dean Deborah Riebe, presiding
           Thomas M. Ryan Center

Sunday, May 21, 2023
9 a.m.     BUSINESS
           Interim Dean Shaw Chen, presiding
           Thomas M. Ryan Center

11 a.m.    ALAN SHAWN FEINSTEIN COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
           AND PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
           Dean Danielle Dennis, presiding
           Keaney Gymnasium

12:30 p.m. ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES
           Dean John Kirby, presiding
           Thomas M. Ryan Center

2:30 p.m.  PHARMACY
           Dean E. Paul Larrat, presiding
           Keaney Gymnasium

4:30 p.m.  ENGINEERING
           Dean Anthony Marchese, presiding
           Thomas M. Ryan Center
THE COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
AND ACADEMIC PAGEANTRY

Over the centuries, banners and flags have lent drama to public ceremonies, and the flags you see today represent the University, the history of the state, and some of the Rhode Island and international communities from which our students come. These flags help to deepen our sense of tradition and community history.

The backdrop for the Commencement exercises consists of the banners of the 10 degree-granting colleges and schools that make up the University, as well as University College for Academic Success. Traditional colors of the academic disciplines have been used: Arts and Sciences, white and golden yellow; Business, drab; Education and Professional Studies, light blue; Engineering, orange; Environment and Life Sciences, maize; the Graduate School, blue and gold; Health Sciences, sage; Nursing, apricot; Oceanography, aqua; and Pharmacy, olive green.

The flags framing the Commencement stand are associated with early Rhode Island history: the Flag Act of 1777 flag, Betsy Ross variation; the flag of the Battle of Rhode Island (1778); the Grand Union flag (1776); the 1st Rhode Island Regiment flag (1775); the Rhode Island Colony flag (1774); the Meteor flag (1707); the Union flag (1707); and the Red Ensign (1620 in New England).

The international flags remind us of the growing importance of cultural diversity, internationalization, and global awareness.

The University of Rhode Island color guard will present the colors and lead the academic procession. The grand marshal, carrying the university mace, will follow the color guard. The faculty and the candidates for degrees will follow the grand marshal.

Academic dress has its origin in the colorful gowns and hoods of the Middle Ages. In the United States, a common code of academic dress was not adopted until 1895. This decreed three kinds of gowns and three hood lengths for bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees. Hoods are lined with the color or colors of the university conferring the degree and are bordered with a color representing the subject of study for which the degree is conferred.

Throughout the Commencement exercises, one may see reflected the pomp and ceremony of a feudal society and the intricacies of the medieval art of heraldry—in the ritual, the dress, the ceremonial accoutrements, such as the university mace, and in the wording of the degrees conferred.

UNIVERSITY MACE
The university mace was donated by the Class of 1963. It is made of gold-plated sterling silver and is mounted on a 3-foot rosewood staff. The URI seal, 3 inches in diameter, crowns the staff, with a sketch of Davis Hall on the back. Davis is one of the University’s oldest buildings and is the site of the university bell tower.

PRESIDENTIAL MEDALLION
The medallion worn by the president was donated to the University as a 100th birthday gift by goldsmith and University of Rhode Island alumnus Robert C. Corio ’73. Made of 18-karat gold and about the size of a half dollar, it is stamped with the university seal and is bordered by an elegant, rounded setting. The chain is made of small gold ovals linked together, each engraved with the name of a university president emeritus. Through the years, the name of each new president will be added to the medallion.

GONFALONS
Within the Commencement procession, each college will process behind gonfalons carried by one of its own graduates. Gonfalons are flags or banners, hung from crosspieces on poles, that have been used since medieval times as symbols of state or office and are now traditionally used by colleges and universities. The background of each college’s gonfalon is the official URI dark blue; the stripes on the gonfalons are the traditional colors of the academic disciplines.
THE COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
AND ACADEMIC PAGEANTRY
continued

Matthew McDonald, 
Vice President for 
Communications and 
Marketing
Ellen M. Reynolds, Vice 
President for Student 
Affairs
Sean Edmund Rogers, Vice 
President of Community, 
Equity and Diversity
Chelsea Berry, Interim Senior 
Advisor to the President 
and Chief of Staff
Thorr D. Bjorn, Director of 
Athletics
Alyssa V. Boss, General 
Counsel
Anne Marie Coleman, 
Assistant Vice President 
for Human Resources
Karlis Kaugars, Chief 
Information Officer
Dean Libutti, Associate Vice 
President for Enrollment 
Management and Student 
Success
Lil Breul O’Rourke, President, 
URI Foundation & Alumni 
Engagement

DEANS OF THE 
COLLEGES
Cynthia L. Bonn, Dean of 
Admission
Paula S. Bontempi, Dean of 
the Graduate School of 
Oceanography
Shaw K. Chen, Interim 
Dean of the College of 
Business
Brenton L. DeBoef, Dean of 
the Graduate School 
Danielle V. Dennis, Dean of 
the Alan Shawn Feinstein 
College of Education and 
Professional Studies
Christopher D. Hunter, 
Interim Dean of 
University College for 
Academic Success
John D. Kirby, Dean of 
the College of the 
Environment and Life 
Sciences
E. Paul Larrat, Dean of the 
College of Pharmacy
Peter J. Larsen, Interim 
Dean of University 
Libraries
Anthony J. Marchese, 
Dean of the College of 
Engineering
Deborah A. Riebe, Interim 
Dean of the College of 
Health Sciences
Jeannette E. Riley, Dean of 
the College of Arts and 
Sciences
Betty Rambur, Interim Dean 
of the College of Nursing

MAIN COMMENCEMENT 
MARCHALS
Grand Marshal 
Michael A. Rice
University Marshal 
Rachel L. DiCioccio

Marshals
Christy A. Ashley 
Kristine Bovy 
Ryan M. Chapman 
Lori E. Ciccomascolo 
Susan E. D’Andrea 
Jill K. Doemer 
Holly M. Dunsworth 
Cheryl A. Foster 
Mark Hartman 
Amanda Izenstark 
Robert A. King 
Sarah E. Larson 
Nicoie Logan 
Liam C. Malloy 
Amanda C. Missimer 
Douglas T. Reed 
Genoa Shelpey 
Valerie Mair Speredelozzi 
Martha Waitkun 
Christie L. Ward-Ritacco 
Furong Xu 
Ping Xu

GRADUATE 
COMMENCEMENT 
MARCHALS
Grand Marshal 
José A. Amador 
University Marshal 
Rachel L. DiCioccio

Marshals
Cynthia Blanthorne 
Peg F. Boyd 
Ryan M. Chapman 
Emily Diamond 
Mayra I. Gindy 
Hillary Leonard 
Leslie A. Mahler 
Becky L. Sartini 
David C. Smith 
Annemarie Vaccaro
Martha Waitkun
Christie L. Ward-Ritacco
THE AMERICAN BAND
Conductor
Brian Cardany
Assistant Conductor
Dalen Favali
Piccolo
Emma Marshall
Pamela Harley
Flute
Noveline Beltram
Lucinda Ladd
Elizabeth Beltram
Pamela Harley
Diana Sykes
Kelly Chartier
Mikayla Fernandez
Oboe
Elizabeth Escalera
Matt Butterfield
E-Flat Clarinet
Katelain Tavares
Clarinet
Bethany Daley
Patricia Marshall
Vincent Mattera
Kathy Vallee
Marc Blanchette
Brandon Winrich
Samantha Hackenson
Sara Fullerton
Adam Stevens
Maria Saleem
Stephanie Storch
Kathryn Schionning
Anthony Amitrano
Mary Ann Hall
Robert Naparstek
Bass Clarinet
Barbara Audette
Stacey Snow
Alto Saxophone
Joyce Harrington
Corey Beltram
Owen Placido
Emanuel Sousa
Tenor Saxophone
Nicholas Bradley
Dan Pedro
Baritone Saxophone
Martha Ryan
Mary Larsen
Trumpet*
Michael Audette
Rianna Dunne
Daniel Healey (principal)
Erin Healey
Robert Izzo
Jeffrey Pouliot
Ronald Pouliot
Nicholas Schleyer
David James
Edward Nowak
Horn*
Daniel Bryand (principal)
Dylan Marshall
Ami Fields
Sara Weir
Chris DeMarinis
Rachel Sousa
Trombone
Gary Vallee
Ken Walmsley
Peter Crepeau
Steve Pasetti
Paul Duffy
Colleen Glenney
Kevin Entwistle
Euphonium
Kevin Kane
Tom Kane
Matthew Thompson
Tuba
Colin Kane
Todd Hassett
Rob McCarty
Scott Senerchia
Percussion
Henry Morel
Eleanor Kogut
Dalen Favali
Stephen Morrison
Emily Iwuc
Elliott Eastman
*rotate seating
URI Student Guest Musicians
Caleb Hilyard, saxophone
William Knott, trombone
Daniel Lasky, trumpet
Matt Masse, flute
Miranda Morrison, bassoon
Joe Riley, trumpet
Tyler Vaneble, oboe
Jayden Weichtmann, clarinet

2023 URI FOUNDATION & ALUMNI ENGAGEMENT EXCELLENCE AWARDS

Administrative Excellence Award
Kathleen Maher, Director, Office of National Fellowships and Academic Opportunities, Honors Program

Scholarly Excellence Award
Jeffrey Bratberg, Clinical Professor of Pharmacy Practice and Clinical Research, College of Pharmacy

Staff Excellence Award
Amy Harrington, Administrative Assistant, Physics, College of Arts and Sciences

Teaching Excellence Award
Keith Brown ’96, Teaching Professor, Film/Media, Harrington School of Communication and Media, College of Arts and Sciences

2023 URI RESEARCH AND SCHOLARSHIP EXCELLENCE AWARDS

Advanced Career Faculty Research and Scholarship Excellence Award: Life Sciences, Physical Sciences, and Engineering
Mark H. Stolt, Professor, Department of Natural Resources Science, College of the Environment and Life Sciences

Advanced Career Faculty Research and Scholarship Excellence Award: Social Sciences, Arts, and Humanities
Austin H. Becker, Professor, Department of Marine Affairs, College of the Environment and Life Sciences

Early Career Faculty Research and Scholarship Excellence Award: Life Sciences, Physical Sciences, and Engineering
Lora J. Van Uffelen, Assistant Professor, Department of Ocean Engineering, College of Engineering

Early Career Faculty Research and Scholarship Excellence Award: Social Sciences, Arts, and Humanities
Pengfei Liu, Assistant Professor, Department of Environmental and Natural Resource Economics, College of the Environment and Life Sciences

Graduate Student Research and Scholarship Excellence Award: Life Sciences, Physical Sciences, and Engineering
Peter P. Ricci III, Department of Chemical Engineering, College of Engineering
Graduate Student Research and Scholarship Excellence Award: Social Sciences, Arts, and Humanities
Alexa M. Raudales, Department of Psychology, College of Health Sciences

Intellectual Property Excellence Award
Jason R. Dwyer, Professor, Department of Chemistry, College of Arts and Sciences

Postdoctoral Fellow Research and Scholarship Excellence Award: Life Sciences, Physical Sciences, and Engineering
Animesh Pan, Department of Chemical Engineering, College of Engineering

Undergraduate Student Research and Scholarship Excellence Award: Life Sciences, Physical Sciences, and Engineering
Chloé Gilligan, Department of Biological Sciences, College of the Environment and Life Sciences

2023 SHEILA BLACK GRUBMAN FACULTY OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD
Linda Welters, Professor, Department of Textiles, Fashion Merchandising and Design, College of Business

2023 PART-TIME FACULTY TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD
Rebecca J. Kelly, Part-Time Faculty Member, Department of Textiles, Fashion Merchandising and Design, College of Business

2023 FRITZ WENISCH AWARD FOR EXCEPTIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FACULTY SENATE
William Krieger, Associate Professor and Chair, Department of Philosophy, College of Arts and Sciences

2023 A. ROBERT RAINVILLE LEADERSHIP AWARDS
Student Employee Award
Matthew Wilson
Class of 2023

Student Leadership Award
Christopher Bove
Class of 2023

Robert L. Carothers Servant Leadership Award
Staci Pinkowitz
Class of 2023

Team Excellence Award
URI iSTAND

COMMISSIONED IN THE U.S. ARMY
Megan Brigham
Katherine Bzowcykyj
Madison Christiana
Christian Ditusa
Jack Eustis
David Falano
Abigail Gallic
James Koester
Patrick Lane
Joseph Morrissey
Chantel Rosario

LIFETIME SERVICE SOCIETY
We offer our gratitude and congratulations to these 2022 retirees who served our University for 40 years or more:
Richard Brown
Patricia Burbank
Peter Cornillon
Deborah Gardiner
Thomas Guglielmetti
Michael Honhart
Cindy M. Moreau
John Mulcahey
Gene J. Pollart
Robert A. Schweigler
Judith M. Swift
Joyce E. Winn

COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE
Chair
Karen Sechio
Facilities Coordinator
Bonnie Jacob
Samuel Adams
Kim Anderson
Tracey Angell
Annie Babineau
Katie Babula
Kimberly Balch
Cassie Barbato
Dawn Bergantino
Brian Boesch
Jessica Boisclair
Brian Booth
Adam Brown
Jeanne Browning
Mary Cairns
Karl Calvo
Jodi Camberg
Brian Cardany
Daniel Cartier
Mike Chalek
Jessica Conrady
Jessica Coyle
Cindie Cruger
Betty-Jo Cugini
Brenton DeBoe
Todd DeWardener
Rachel DiCioccio
Joanne Esposito
Lara Fayanjula
Mark Fester
Kimberly Fralic
Ashley Frezza
Judy Gallagher
Nancy Gillespie
Denise Goren
Shana Greene
Cheryl Hancin
Jodi Hawkins
Ethan Hicks
Chris Hoover
Sam Hopler
Jack Humphrey
Kathleen Jacquard
John Jacques
Michael Jagoda
Lauren Jensen
Kim Jimenez
Annie Jones
Carnell Jones
Kathy Kantor
Grace Kiernan
Martin Koski
Dave Lamb
Tony LaRoche
Dave Lavallee
Nora Lewis
Vanessa Lombardi
Jennifer Luther
Christine Mazzeo
Maureen McDermott
Susan McLintock
Doug Michael
Brittany Moreira
Samantha Neary
Lexi O’Connell
Joe Paradise
Dorca Paulino-Smalley
Dan Persaud
MacKenzie Petrucci
Paige Ramsdell
Tom Reed
Ellen Reynolds
Paul Ricci
Wendy Riordan
Carmen Rogers
John Rose
Becky Sartini
Shawn Marie Simmons
Ann Marie Smiley
Pierre St-Germain
Jo Anne Stephens
Coleen Suckling
John Taylor
Jeff Ulricksen
Sarah Van Fechtmann
Robert Viens
Angelica Whitfield
Paul Whitney
Aida Wilby
Jeff Wosencroft
Karen Wright
Elizabeth Wylie
Lori Zito

SPECIAL THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING:
The Farmer’s Daughter
Athletics
Campus Recreation
Custodial Services
Department of Music
Disability, Access, and Inclusion
Emergency Medical Services
External Relations and Communications
Facilities Operations
Health Services
Housing and Residential Life
Information Technology Services
Lands and Grounds
Maintenance and Repair
Memorial Union
Office of Emergency Management
Office of the President
Office of the Provost
Purchasing
Public Safety
Publications and Creative Services
Printing Services
Property and Support Services
Robert J. Higgins Welcome Center
The Ryan Center
University Events
URI Campus Store
URI Dining Services
URI Foundation & Alumni Engagement

2023 HONORS PROGRAM GRADUATES
Kevin Beck
Olivia Belitsos
Krysta Bouchard
Aidan Boving
Jillian Bump
Isabella Caldwell
Yuvi Cambero
Chloe Chiruna
Rachel Colegrove
Madison Cote
Sacha Cottineau
Allison DeLuca
Marie Fam
Katie Famiglietti
Eva Finkelstein
Ariel Finkle
Laine Fischer
Keely Ford*
Jovanna Fusco
Katie Gheysen
Chloe Gilligan
Reva Goyal
Kaylee Goyette*
Kristen Harder
Hailey Hendricks
Maggie Hill
Gillian Hodge
Caroline Johnson
Maureen Kennedy
Michael LaValva
Emily Light
Chelsea Longa
Aisling Macaraeg
Anthony Makashov
Morgan Maleonski
Sarah McClain
Mollie Melnick
Zoey Mendoza
Allison Mogauro
Caitlyn O’Leary
Ashley Picard
Shelby Plotkin
Alexander Pretorius
Cristian Rodriguez-Gervais*

Angela Rossi*
Emma Rousseau
Antonia Simmons
Joellyn Speredelozzi
Kate Stavely
Katherine Storley*
Sonika Tahiliani
Ashley Tai
Rose-Phoenix Teixeira
Rhiannon Toole
Erin Torgersen
Clare Tyler
Samantha Valakos
Joseph Waits
Kiara Ware
Libby Ware
Giacomo Wholey
Jillian Wilson

* Indicates December 2022 graduate
2023 NATIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS

Some national scholarship programs are so prestigious that one can only apply if nominated by the University. This year, the following students and alumni have been recognized in such competitions:

Six URI students have been selected as 2023 Boren awardees: Ashlynn Cunningham ’24, Lillian Dissette ’24, Barbara Lunz ’24, Tiffany Morel ’23, M.A. ’25, Delaney Patch ’24, and Brandon Yeh ’24. Four of the six are members of the Chinese Flagship Language Program and will spend their capstone year abroad in Taiwan. The fifth student, Brandon Yeh, will spend the year in Taiwan in completion of the International Engineering Program. Tiffany Morel, a student in the accelerated B.A. to M.A. program in international relations, will spend the academic year in South Korea. An initiative of the National Security Education Program, the David L. Boren Awards provide funding opportunities for U.S. undergraduate and graduate students to study less commonly taught languages in world regions critical to U.S. interests. In exchange for funding, Boren scholars and fellows commit to working in the federal government for at least one year after graduation.

Two URI students and two alumni have been offered 2023 grant awards from the Fulbright Schuman Award to the European Union to conduct research. Nathaniel Sandoval ’21 has been selected for the Fulbright English Teaching Assistant Program to Panama. Written into law by President Harry S. Truman in 1946, the Fulbright U.S. Student Program is the flagship international educational exchange program sponsored by the U.S. government.

Three URI juniors have been selected as Goldwater scholars by the Barry Goldwater Scholarship and Excellence in Education Program. They are chemical engineering majors Camila Cersosimo ’24 and Aidan Kindopp ’24, and mathematics major Morgan Prior ’24. Established by the U.S. Congress to foster and encourage outstanding students to pursue research careers in the fields of mathematics, sciences, and engineering, the Goldwater Scholarship is the premier undergraduate award of its type in these fields.

Lina Al Taan Al Hariri ’24 has been selected as a 2023 Truman scholar. The Harry S. Truman Scholarship Foundation recognizes college juniors with exceptional leadership potential who are committed to making a difference through careers in government, the nonprofit or advocacy sectors, education, or elsewhere in the public service.

TERRY TEMPEST WILLIAMS
Commencement 2023 speaker
Doctor of Humane Letters

Writer, naturalist, and freedom-of-speech advocate Terry Tempest Williams is URI’s 2023 Commencement speaker.

Williams has testified before Congress on women’s health and been a guest at the White House.

She wrote: the environmental literature classic Refuge: An Unnatural History of Family and Place; An Unspoken Hunger: Stories from the Field; Desert Quartet; Leap; Red: Passion and Patience in the Desert; The Open Space of Democracy; Finding Beauty in a Broken World; When Women Were Birds; The Hour of Land: A Personal Topography of America’s National Parks; and The Story of My Heart by Richard Jeffries, as rediscovered by Brooke Williams and Terry Tempest Williams.

Her most recent books are Erosion: Essays of Undoing and The Moon Is Behind Us, with photographer Fazal Sheikh.

Among the honors bestowed on Williams are the 2006 Robert Marshall Award from the Wilderness Society, the Distinguished Achievement Award from the Western American Literature Association, the Wallace Stegner Award given by the Center of the American West, a Lannan Literary Fellowship, and a John Simon Guggenheim Fellowship in creative nonfiction.

She is a recipient of the Sierra Club’s John Muir Award, Audubon New York Award for Environmental Writing, and the Robert Kirsch Award, a lifetime achievement prize given to a writer with a substantial connection to the American West.

Williams is writer-in-residence at the Harvard Divinity School.
ZAVEN KHACHATURIAN
Doctor of Pharmaceutical Sciences

Zaven Khachaturian is widely recognized as the “father” of modern Alzheimer’s disease research. His scientific interest in brain mechanisms of memory and his academic career in brain research began in the late 1950s at Yale University. In the span of subsequent decades, he has served in high-level positions in academia, the private sector, and government. During his 1977–1995 tenure at the National Institutes of Health (NIH)—with the dual role of director of the Office of Alzheimer’s Disease, NIH, and director of the Neuroscience of Aging Program, National Institute on Aging/NIH—he had responsibilities for strategic planning and decisions regarding government policies for funding-administering major national programs of research on Alzheimer’s disease and brain aging.

Khachaturian was responsible for launching major national research programs. He was also instrumental in making Alzheimer’s disease a top priority of the government and the subsequent unlocking of federal funding for research. Throughout his career, he has served as a mentor to countless investigators. He had a direct hand in launching the scientific-academic careers of many prominent and successful researchers in the field of dementia-Alzheimer syndrome in the U.S. as well as other countries. As the emeritus founding editor-in-chief of *Alzheimer’s & Dementia*, which is now the top-rated journal for dementia, he continues to serve as a deeply committed mentor to successive generations of scientists.

WENDY SCHMIDT
Doctor of Science

Wendy Schmidt is a philanthropist and investor who has spent nearly two decades creating nonprofit organizations to work with communities around the world for clean, renewable energy, resilient food systems, healthy oceans, and the protection of human rights.

Through her grant-making and investing with the Schmidt Family Foundation—founded in 2006 with her husband Eric—communities from the Navajo Nation in Arizona to the Democratic Republic of the Congo have access to clean solar and micro-hydropower energy, as well as the economic, social, and educational opportunities that come with reliable power.

The Envision Resilience Challenge—a project of another organization Schmidt founded, ReMain Nantucket—calls on professionals and students to help communities facing sea-level rise. The challenge began in Nantucket, Massachusetts, and moved in 2022 to Narragansett Bay, with URI, the Rhode Island School of Design, and Roger Williams University among the six participating universities.

The first woman and American to win the world’s largest sailing race, the Barcolana 54, in 2022, Schmidt co-founded 11th Hour Racing in Newport in 2010 to work with the sailing community and maritime industry to advance sustainable solutions around the world.

Schmidt has a master’s degree in journalism from the University of California, Berkeley, and she graduated magna cum laude from Smith College with a bachelor’s degree in sociology and anthropology.

CLINT SMITH
Doctor of Education

Clint Smith is an interdisciplinary scholar and inspirational social justice educator, poet, author, and renowned speaker. He earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in English from Davidson College and a Ph.D. in education from Harvard University. Smith is a staff writer for *The Atlantic* and author of the No. 1 *New York Times* bestseller *How the Word Is Passed: A Reckoning with the History of Slavery Across America*, as well as the poetry collections *Counting Descent* and *New York Times* bestseller *Above Ground*.

He continues to serve as an educator through his columns in *The Atlantic*, books, poetry, and YouTube series on Black American history. Smith is a sought-after speaker, giving talks at universities; organizations including the Southern Center for Human Rights, the National Book Foundation, and the Brennan Center for Justice; and scholarly events including the National Book Festival, the Moorland-Spingarn Research Center International Black Writers Festival, and the Aspen Ideas Festival.

A former high school teacher, Smith continues to educate the public about racial and other forms of injustice. Through powerful prose, Smith’s scholarly works humanize an oppressive world. He uses poetry, novels, articles, and videos to ensure that his messages are accessible to broad audiences. He led an inspirational workshop for URI education students on anti-racist education in the summer of 2020, after the death of George Floyd.
This program includes faculty members who were granted emeritus status as of May 1, 2023.

DONALD H. DEHAYES
Provost Emeritus
Office of the Provost

Donald D. DeHayes served as provost and vice president for academic affairs at URI for nearly 14 years. Confronted with unprecedented challenges, he provided leadership, strategic financial management, academic planning, and oversight for academic initiatives. He led collaborative efforts to create two academic strategic plans and oversaw increases in enrollment, retention and graduation rates, degrees awarded annually, student and faculty diversity, and research funding and institutes. He implemented strategies to restore budgets and guided the safe delivery of the academic core mission during COVID-19. He chaired the Strategic Budget and Planning Council that recommended new university investments and championed shared governance to promote diversity, equity, and inclusion through the Academic Affairs Diversity Task Force.

JOSÉ A. AMADOR
Professor of Soil Ecology

José Amador received his Ph.D. in soil science from Cornell University in 1990. Since joining the Department of Natural Resources Science in 1992, he developed a rigorous applied research lab that focused on soil-based wastewater treatment and the effects of agriculture on soil quality. He taught more than 10 different courses to more than 5,000 students, mentored 17 M.S. and six Ph.D. students, published three books, nine book chapters, and more than 100 scholarly articles, and garnered more than $5 million in grants while at URI. He was a strong advocate for problem-based learning, which he practiced in all of the courses he instructed.

LAURA L. BEAUVAIS
Professor of Management

Laura Beauvais received her Ph.D. in industrial/organizational psychology from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, joining the faculty of the URI College of Business in 1984. Over her 38 years at URI, she taught management courses at the undergraduate and graduate levels and conducted research on employee work/life balance; ethics in academia; self-concept-based motivation; union and organizational commitment; and organizational culture and change. She has served in several administrative roles at URI, including the inaugural director of the business Ph.D. program, director of the full-time Master of Business Administration Program, and vice provost for faculty affairs. She served as interim provost from 2021 until her retirement.

MARLENE DUFALT
Professor of Nursing

Marlene Dufault received her nursing B.S. from Alverno College, M.S. in nursing education from URI, and Ph.D. from the University of Connecticut. Her model for translating research innovations into evidence-based clinical guidelines was used to improve outcomes in pain management, infection control, emergency triage, handoff communications, and remote cancer symptom management by Lifespan’s telehealth nurses. A steering and core committee member for the Advance Clinical and Translational Research program, she received the Sigma Theta Tau Delta Upsilon Chapter-at-Large Louisa White Award.

WILLIAM B. EULER
Professor of Chemistry/Chair

William Euler earned a Ph.D. in inorganic chemistry from Florida State University and had a postdoctoral appointment at Northwestern University before joining the Department of Chemistry at URI in 1982. His research lab trained more than 100 undergraduate and graduate students in research areas that spanned the fundamental to the applied, was awarded several million dollars in research funds, and led more than 115 peer-reviewed publications. He also served as the chair of URI’s Department of Chemistry for 18 years.
DAVID E. FASTOVSKY
Professor of Geosciences
During a 36-year career at URI, David Fastovsky taught Earth history, authored well over 100 scientific articles, and, with co-author D.B. Weishampel, wrote six editions of a popular textbook on dinosaurs. He and his students carried out extensive fieldwork globally, reconstructing Mesozoic dinosaur diversity and dinosaur-bearing paleoenvironments from Mongolia to Mexico and pioneering the then-radical idea that the dinosaur extinction was abrupt. Ultimately, he taught 19 different classes, chaired the Department of Geosciences for nine years, and led undergraduates on spring-break trips to study the geological history of Colorado Plateau in Arizona and Utah for more than 30 years.

DAVID FAUST
Professor of Psychology
David Faust received his Ph.D. from Ohio University and served on the faculty at URI for more than 30 years. He published over 100 research articles and more than 10 books and received numerous awards and honors in his field. His primary areas of interest include the philosophy of science, human judgment and decision-making, ethics, neuropsychology, and psychology and law. His extensive engagement in university service included diversity and equity initiatives that spanned over 20 years. Professor Faust is extremely grateful for the many individuals at URI who contributed so much to his career and quality of life.

PAUL FLORIN
Professor of Psychology
Paul Florin received his Ph.D. in clinical community psychology from Vanderbilt University in 1981. In his 42-year career at URI, he focused on implementation research and population-based prevention and health promotion. The Community Research and Services Team, established with colleagues in 1988, served as his organizational focus for integrating service to the state, scholarly productivity, and evaluation training for graduate students. He was also an enthusiastic undergraduate instructor and especially enjoyed classes with diverse adult learners at the URI Providence Campus, where he was awarded the Gilbert Mongeau Award in 2016 for outstanding service to students.

ARTHUR J. GOLD
Professor of Watershed Hydrology
Arthur Gold earned his Ph.D. at Michigan State University in 1983. During his 40-year career at URI, he influenced the lives of hundreds of undergraduate and graduate students. He studied the effects of land use on water quality; served as major professor for 34 graduate students; published more than 140 journal articles; was principal investigator or co-principal investigator on $30 million in grants; co-led the Master of Environmental Science and Management graduate program; and was chair of the Department of Natural Resources Science for nine years. He worked on watershed issues throughout the Northeast and in developing countries. Among his numerous honors and awards was the URI Foundation’s Scholarly Excellence Award in 2001.

WILLIAM GREEN
Professor of Landscape Architecture
In 30 years at URI, Will Green has been a tireless advocate for landscape architecture as a teacher, public speaker, and member of the American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA) and Council of Educators in Landscape Architecture. Since 1993, he has directed the nationally recognized URI Landscape Architecture Lecture Series. Professor Green has taught core classes in design, construction, and professional practice. Through his sustainable design service-learning studios, students have learned to engage stakeholders while developing skills and design solutions for cities and towns. His work has been recognized by the RIASLA; the American Planning Association, Rhode Island Chapter; and ASLA. He received his Master of Landscape Architecture from Cornell University.

BRIAN HEIKES
Professor of Oceanography
Brian Heikes earned a Ph.D. in atmospheric sciences at the University of Michigan in cooperation with the National Center for Atmospheric Research, where he worked for five years after completing his doctorate. In 1988, he joined the URI faculty in the Graduate School of Oceanography. Professor Heikes' teaching and research are in meteorology and atmospheric chemistry, focusing on the transport, transformation, and fate of trace compounds using field observations and numerical models. He and his students engage in global air quality, making measurements at sea, on land, and in the air, covering all of the world’s oceans and continents.
SAU-LON JAMES HU
Professor of Ocean Engineering
Sau-Lon James Hu received his B.S. in civil engineering from the National Taiwan University in 1978. He earned his M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in civil engineering from Rice University, Houston, Texas. In the fall of 1984, Professor Hu joined the Department of Ocean Engineering at URI as an assistant professor. During his nearly 40 years at URI, he advised many graduate students. He served as the graduate director in the department for close to 15 years and was very involved in coordinating research and academic/student exchanges with our partner in the Chinese International Engineering Program, the Ocean University of China.

DANA KOVARSKY
Professor of Communicative Disorders
Dana Kovarsky earned his Ph.D. in 1989 from the University of Texas at Austin in communication sciences and disorders and went on to complete a post-doctoral fellowship at the University of Kansas. He joined the Department of Communicative Disorders at the University of Rhode Island in 1996 and has been chair of the department for the past 13 years. Over the years, his scholarship focused on the relationship between language, culture, and clinical discourse.

CELIA MACDONNELL
Professor of Pharmacy
Celia MacDonnell has been at the forefront of the development and advancement of interprofessional education in the state of Rhode Island. She established a collection of educational coursework, conducted with URI’s College of Nursing and the Warren Alpert Medical School at Brown University. She is a member of the National Academies of Practice, an organization of interprofessional health-care practitioners and scholars elected by their peers, with a mission to foster collaboration and advise governmental bodies on our health-care system. In 2020, Professor MacDonnell was selected by her interprofessional peers as a distinguished fellow of the National Academies of Practice.

LESLE MAHLER
Professor of Communicative Disorders
Leslie Mahler began her career as a speech-language pathologist working in a medical setting. She joined URI’s Department of Communicative Disorders in 2007 after receiving a dual Ph.D. in speech science and neuroscience. Professor Mahler integrated her clinical expertise with research and teaching to enhance academic learning and community outreach. She was a productive scholar and provided students from multiple disciplines with unique learning opportunities. Professor Mahler had a leadership role in the creation of the new interdisciplinary neuroscience major, which will benefit students, faculty, and the community for years to come.

DIANE MARTINS
Professor of Nursing
Diane Martins earned a B.S. in nursing from Salve Regina College, an M.Ed. in community/public health nursing education from Columbia University, an M.A. in medical sociology and a Ph.D. in nursing from the University of Connecticut. Professor Martins has made sustained scholarly contributions through her longstanding commitment to vulnerable populations and theory development. She has collaborated with community partners on behalf of those who are homeless, older, and experiencing food insecurity and hunger. Professor Martins has served the population experiencing homelessness in Rhode Island since 1986 and has the distinction of being a fellow in the American Academy of Nursing.
PETER NIGHTINGALE
Professor of Physics

Peter Nightingale received his Ph.D. in 1978 from the University of Amsterdam and joined the URI faculty in 1983. He has made immense contributions to the Department of Physics with his courses and research noted for their dedication to excellence. His research has had a major impact on the physics community and beyond. Professor Nightingale was co-author on a paper that was cited in the awarding of the 2016 Nobel Prize in physics. His social activism in the areas of poverty, nuclear weapons, and climate change arise from a genuine sense of professional responsibility and duty to current and future generations.

ROBERT SCHWEGLER
Professor of Writing

Robert Schwegler earned his Ph.D. from the University of Chicago in 1978. Drawing on his research on assessment, grammar, and style, and his instruction in research writing, he authored numerous and award-winning publications that changed the way writing was taught at the college level. He brought this research, along with his scholarship on the theory and practice of the archive, to his teaching and stewardship of countless undergraduate and graduate students—the enduring legacy of his tenure spanning more than 40 years. Finally, he helped establish the University’s independent Department of Writing and Rhetoric, one of the first of its kind in the United States.

ROBERT THOMPSON
Professor of Marine Affairs

STUART ‘WES’ WESTIN
Professor of Business Analytics

Stu “Wes” Westin holds an M.S. in marketing and a Ph.D. in information systems from the University of Massachusetts Amherst. He has published articles in a variety of academic journals within a range of disciplines and is a contributing author to several academic books on computing and information technologies. He served as associate editor of the Journal of Organizational and End User Computing for more than 25 years. In addition, he has developed numerous custom software systems for research, administrative, and educational applications. He has lectured in the U.S. and Europe on various information technologies topics.
Some names of degree candidates may have been added or withdrawn from the official graduation list after this program was published. Notations of distinction for graduation—cum laude, magna cum laude, and summa cum laude—are those in effect at the time of publishing.

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Naseer Abdus-Salaam
Sara Abrahamson
Nicol M. Abreu
Adedamola G. Abujade
Matthew Accinno
Isabella Hope Ackilli
Sofia Isabel Acosta
Alexander Ronald Adams
Kofoworola O. Adebiyi
Priscilla Elissa Aguiar
Molly Katherine Ahern
Temitope Deborah Aina
Emmanuel O. Akinbo
Momolu Galimah Akoiwala
Julia Al-Amir
Matthew Forrest Albanese
Slater A. Alcantara
Kristina Anna Alchihed
Damon Peter Aldrich
Warren Marek Alexander
Lagzazine Alexandre
Allaire Elizabeth Allen
Mia Allen
Tereza K. Almeida
Tatiana F. Almonacy
Robert Altomari
Dante Paul Alves
Jeffrey William Alves
Jyren Elijah Alves
Joseph David Amaral
Erik Henry Anderson
Noah Murray Anderson
Sydney Aislinn Anderson
Jasyn Andrews
Isaiah Aponte
Miren Alaia Arambari
Michael Edward Armand
Ferdinand Joseph Arnold
Christian Arrington
Camille Arrundell
Meghan Brooke Ashworth
Michael S. Aurald
Michael Angelo A'Vant
Steven Michael Ayala
Kate Lynn Ayers
Megan Ashley Ayles
Hannah Kim Bachert
Gabriel Joseph Badolato
Olivia Kelley Ashton Baetz
Thalia Nixali Baez-Lluberes
Katherine Carmella Bailey
Benjamin Twiss Baker
Cole Evan Baker
Devin Baker
Elijah Logan Baker
Haeden F. Bangura
Scott Brian Barber
Mary Ann Barboza
Maxx Steven Baron
Anna Lucia Barone
Jake Barone
Andrew Christopher Barr
George R. Barrett
Simone Halle Barros
Kevin Barry
Theresa Rose Barry
Madeline Grace Bataille
Sarah M. Batista
Dayna Bianca Batres
Marta Anne Baumann
Samantha Michela Baxter
Emmanuel Chaz Bazile
Collin M. Beard
Katelyn Marie Bean
Jacob Walker Beard
Kenneth Scott Beatty
Edward Blaise Beauchemin
Grace Angelina Beaudry
Jacob Michael Bedard
Clyde Harrelson Belgrave
Olivia Andraya Belitsos
Nathan Lian Beiliveau-Robinson
Christopher Michael Beljan
Domenic John Bellottii
Hanna Grace Benardos
Sophie Anah Benjamin
Richard Joseph Beretta
Sara Dawn Bernabucci
Adam Michael Bernstein
James Best
Isabella M. Biamonte
Hannah Morgan Birdsall
Anja Alicia Bjornson
Daniel Blaine
Kara Marie Blaisdell
Elizabeth Jacqueline Blanchette
Tate A. Blazonis
John Louis Bliss
Samantha Victoria Bobbie
Gianna Elena Bococinski
Clara Beverly Boland
Madison Rose Bolton
Derek Borbon
Bethany Katherine Borgia
Kendall Lindsey Bousquet
Christopher David Bove
Alek Boving
Evan Alexander Boyd
Benjamin Clayton Boyle
Jack David Boyle
Dylan A. Bracken
Emma-Jane Elizabeth Bradley
Victoria Ann Braxton
Joshua Breese
Shane Briggs
David Michael Broccoli
Robert J. Brutti
Ryan Travers Buquicchio
Johna Amelia Hope Burton
William Butler
Jessica Marie Byrne
Skye Melody Byrne
Jeancarlos Cabrera
Lyndsey Lucille Cairone
Frank Anthony Calabrese-Gavay
Amalia Calderon
Steven Joseph Calise
Margaret Calkins
Megan Rose Canning
Liam Donovan Carcieri
Gavin Carey
Jalen Westley Carey
Jack Carley
Matthew James Carley
Audrey Louise Caron
Alison Kate Carpino
Ashlyn Brianna Case
Beckett J. Cashman
Michael Anthony Castelli
Kirstin S. Castner
Skyler Reine Ceceri
Kaelin Alise Cegelski
Kevin Sean Cerruti
Brendan C. Chadwick
Edward Chamberlain
Kristen Champagne
Benjamin J. Chapman
Caylen Jerel Charette
Cailing Chen
James Robert Chille
Wilmer Chinchilla
Joshua B. Clark
Lily Ann Clark
Quincy Clark
Kayley Christine Cobb
Caitlin Fitzgerald Coffey
Daniel J. Coffey
Benjamin Steven Coladarci
Tristan S. Hwalek
Ethan Alexander Hyman
Nuzhat Islam 
Jamee Isme
Matthew Jankura
Valeria Ospina Jaramillo 
Jaime Javier
Amy Jean 
Erica L. Jermacans 
Laiza Shanely Jimenez-Henkle
Christian Jobert 
Andre Johnson
Olivia Faith Johnson 
Jordan Charles Jones 
Zachary Edward Jones 
Gillian Jordan
Liam Padraig Joy
Rachel Joyal 
Sydney Kathleen Joyce 
Luke Francis Judge 
Mustafa Kadhum
Catherine Rose Kalogeros 
Nikki Kanis
Andrew James Karalekas
Niamh Keane 
Trent Almon Kellum
Emma Elizabeth Kelly 
William B. Kerr
Haley Alyssa Kerwin 
Aryana Khun 
Larry Khun 
Elisa Kit Kincaid 
Maggie Allison Kinnear 
Michael Walter Kircher
Sydney R. Klein 
Matthew Randolph Knight
Andrew Michael Korniega 
Amanda Koskela
Patrick Ryan Kronenwett 
Elizabeth Anne Krug
Raina Janai Kurek
Morgan D. LaBelle 
Kristen Labossiere 
Christopher Robert LaChapelle
Samuel William LaFrance 
Maxwell Timothy Laier

Conor M. Lalonde
Griffin Lamoureux 
Sophie Langsdorf
Zachary R. Laquerre 
Ally Y. Larios 
Margaret Eileen Laskey 
Alexander James Lavvie 
Merrick Thomas Leach 
Lauren Elisabeth Leary
Diego Leaver
Abigail Diann LeCam 
Colin P. Leclerc
Remy T. Leduc
Maya Ros Legare
Emma Rose Leipman 
Tessa LeMay 
Anthony C. Lentz 
Allegra M. Levone 
Gabrielle Levy 
Karina Zhi Lew 
Katherine Brooke Liao 
Andrew Loch
Matthew Robert Lombardi
Christy Marie Long 
Lily E. Loparto
Keyla Ariana Lopez 
Bennett Lou 
Jordan Renfrew Loughman
Brianna Michelle Lucarelli 
Charles Royce Luipold
Jennifer Sage Luker 
Victoria Lupo 
Nancy J. Lutes 
Allen Ly 
Jasmine Jia Ma 
Logan Dorothy MacDonald 
Sean Patrick MacKay 
Connor Christopher Macmorran 
Nathan Andrew Macomber 
James Francis O'Leary
Madden
Justin Madonna 
Aidan Flanagan Madsen
Allison Magnus 
Daniel J. Maiello 
Jonah A. Major 
Tyler Makhoul
Alexander James Malangone
Hector Manuel Maldonado 
Morgan Elise Maleonskie
Antonio Myles Maletta
Abigail Marie Manley 
Eloise Lauren Marchant 
Julia Marie Marchesani
Olivia Carmela Marfeo 
Austin Daniel Marques
Caitlin Elizabeth Marriott 
Francis John Marrone 
Jarrett Gordon Martin
Nyah Renee Martineau 
Brooke Ashley Martin
Michael Anthony Marzilliano 
Garrett Patrick Mason 
Anna-Sophia Kinarik
Matkasyan 
Gavin John Maurer
Elizabeth Avery Mawdsley 
Justin Kristopher McCarthy
Samantha Nicole McClaffer 
Sarahbuse Rose McClain 
Christian Arthur McDade 
Amari V. McDonald 
Jessica Rose McDonnell 
Lauren Elizabeth McElligott 
James Caihil McGovern
Kaitlyn Alyssa McGovern 
Anna Elaine McGowan
Conor M. McGrane
Erin McHugh 
Noah Timothy McHugh 
Taylor Meris McKenna
Patrick Robert McManus
Matthew John McNaughton
Jack E. McSweeney 
Grace E. Medeiros 
Lily Claire Medeiros 
Julia M. Melendez
Edmond Eugene Melfi 
Devon John Mellon 
Mollie Joy Melnick 
Sophia Lyn Melville 
Sheaelyn M. Menninger 
Angiley Merced
Alesha Mercedes-Fontan
Thaina Merlian 
Brendan Shawn Merrill 
Gailyn S. Merrill 
Lauren Rose Messa
Paige Brittany Messier 
Phiwethina Wycliff Mhlope
Owen John Miech
Joshua Milcette
Anthony F. Miller 
Dawson Neil Miller 
Amy Mills 
Kaitlyn O. Miner
Aidan J. Minor 
Anakin Reeves Minor
Khari Mitchell 
Fabricio R. Mitogo
Rosa J. Mohrmann
William Gregory Monast
Jose Maria Montoya
Mackenzie Mikaela Montoya 
Tiffany Morel
Ava S. Morin 
Elisabeth Morrissey 
Nicole Elizabeth Morvillo 
Olivia Rose Mott 
Esther Agnes Muliamba 
Jenna Nicole Muldoon 
Gracie Mae Munnich 
Emmett Munterich 
Declan Murphy
Jack David Murphy 
Caitlin Elizabeth Murray
Cheyenne Sage Murray 
Caitlyn Wanjiru Mutera 
Julie Lynn Myers 
Cassandra Lee Mylek
Tyler Steven Nadeau
Emma Dionne Navilliat 
Riley Morgan Neddler 
Tamara Negron 
Ryan Christopher Ness
Alice Nevers
Laura Ann Newsholme
Danny Ngin 
Matthew J. Nicholas
Patricia Nimoh
Alexis Renne Noriega 
Dawens Northecide
Danielle E. Nugent 
Sophie Lee O'Brien 
Alexa Teondra O'Connor
Jolon Thomas O'Connor 
Caroline Ruby Oetting
Aryana N. Oflutt 
David Ofori 
Cameron O'Hara 
Cassidy O'Heron 
Kaetlyn Kavita O'Keefe
Aniebiet S. Okon 
Aniek S. Okon 
Isabella Grace Olazagasti
Evelyn Rachel Olivos
Meagan Olson
Anthony Alexander Tomaro *
Erin Brielle Torgersen *** †
Nayelly Torres
Hunah Antonio Touma
Zachary T. Tourgee * †
Hayley Marie Townsend *
Eleri Jane Trego ***
Nayelly Torres
Hunah Antonio Touma
Zachary T. Tourgee * ‡
Hayley Marie Townsend *
Riley Grace Bessette
Thomas R. Bowater ‡
Aquia Lorraine Butler ‡
Cynder Carroll-Coates ‡
Colin Cleary
Tessa Mai Cruz ***
Sydney Marie Davey ***
Benjamin David Davis *
Paige Barbara D’lorio *
Emma Arnold Freel **
Meagan B. Fyre
Michael Patrick Galvin *** †
Kafui Glover
Hannah Fenfang Goldman ** ‡
Katarina Olivia Hanley * †
Melissa Elizabeth Hayes ***
Liam Horne *
Olivia Humulock **
Michael Patrick Imbruglia
Elizabeth Marie Klebart *** †
Olivia R. Lafazia
Allegra M. Levone ***
David Luong ‡
Kalif Isaac Madriaga
Hector Manuel Maldonado * †
Brett Mayne *** †
Peter McGreeen *
Jenna Nicole Muldoon ***
Riley Morgan Nedder ***
Peace Chukwufumanny Onyeme * †
Zoe May Pepin ***
Benjamin Thomas Pereira *
Kayla Joan Ribeiro
Courtney Amelia Satterley ‡
Robert Michael Spellman *** †
Sarah E. Taylor **
Naomi L. Tyler
Jenna Christine Wentworth ***
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Dylan Cataldo * †
Milana Jewels Cepeda ‡
Jessenia Alexandra Grijalva
Caleb Douglas Hilyard ***
Andrew Liguori *
Regina Chaylee McAdam †
Nicholas Adam Medlen *
Aiden Rogler ***
Mary Saleem *** †
Tyler A. Vanable ***
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Rylie Grace Bessette
Thomas R. Bowater ‡
Aquia Lorraine Butler ‡
Cynder Carroll-Coates ‡
Colin Cleary
Tessa Mai Cruz ***
Sydney Marie Davey ***
Benjamin David Davis *
Paige Barbara D’lorio *
Emma Arnold Freel **
Meagan B. Fyre
Michael Patrick Galvin *** †
Kafui Glover
Hannah Fenfang Goldman ** ‡
Katarina Olivia Hanley * †
Melissa Elizabeth Hayes ***
Liam Horne *
Olivia Humulock **
Michael Patrick Imbruglia
Elizabeth Marie Klebart *** †
Olivia R. Lafazia
Allegra M. Levone ***
David Luong ‡
Kalif Isaac Madriaga
Hector Manuel Maldonado * †
Brett Mayne *** †
Peter McGreeen *
Jenna Nicole Muldoon ***
Riley Morgan Nedder ***
Peace Chukwufumanny Onyeme * †
Zoe May Pepin ***
Benjamin Thomas Pereira *
Kayla Joan Ribeiro
Courtney Amelia Satterley ‡
Robert Michael Spellman *** †
Sarah E. Taylor **
Naomi L. Tyler
Jenna Christine Wentworth ***
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Sara Abrahamson
Daniela Alejandra Acarapi *
Max Adamczyk ***
Jason Aguirre
Connor Allamby
Joorl Almarzouki ***
Darius Carlos Argüeta ‡
Allison Rose Babineau
Drew Patrick Babineau ***
Nicholas Park Baccari **
Jason Bachman
Francis Batz-lux
Evan Jonathan Beckerman
Ryan James Benvenuti ***
Ryan F. Booth ** †
Matthew John Brady
Matthew Aaron Cafaro
Liam Cannon **
John Carey
Oliver Andrew Carey ***
Jordan Peter Carvalhal
Matthew Angelo Caterino
Nicholas Steven Cehelsky †
Isaac Joseph Chen
Tyler M. Chin
Lauren Anne Conley
Hannah Noelle Coppock
Jennifer R. Costabile ***
Riley Jacob Crozier *** †
Christopher DeMaria
Nathan John Desplaines *
Laura J. DiBenedetto

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† Requirements completed in 2022
‡ Requirements to be completed August 2023
Tiffany Morel
Evan Robert Mowry ***
Brent S. Moynahan
Noah Peter Nicoletti
Rebecca Lynn Norcross **
Jack Martin O’Dea †
Joanna Olaoye
William Anthony Pawela ***
Ian Theodore Poe *
Andrew Jacob Powers *
Nickolas Michael Psikakos
Andrew Rankowitz ** †
Henrique Jaime Raposo
Libbania Reyes ***
Eric Richard Roy
Seth Nathaniel Russell
Victoria Lynn Ryan
Gavin Quincy Schneider
Thomas A. Shaughnessy †
Noah Z. Shelton †
Thomas Edward Smith
Jared A. Solis †
Dale Douglas Staradumsky †
Carl E. Stoker ***
Diondra Kimberly Stubbs †
Yusra Suhail ***
Kenneth Martin Sullivan
John Tegan
Heather Tejeda-Fiallo
Peyton Apolo Thiel ***
Robert Francis Thompson
Alfred Joseph Timperley ***
Anthony Alexander Tomaro *
Jake J. Vaillancourt
Bryce A. Vanderlaan ***
Jack Thomas Walsh
Hollyn Summer Werts
Savannah Alyssa Weyhmiller
Emma Kathryn Wilson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Jenna Nicole Aconfora ***
Laila Alami
Rachel Veronica Arruda †
Giuliana Beet ***
Hanna Grace Benardos
Lucchina R. Brenerville
Marissa Jean Campaniello **
Courtney M. Capozzi **
Robert Dos Reis
Sascha Victoria Duggan ***
Madison Elizabeth Filosa
Alexi J. Fleischer †
Sadie Kathleen Fosdick ***
Sofia Franklin ‡
Christina Rose Germino
Molly Pamela Greenblatt *
Hailee Marlena Guglielmi
Hannah Rose Haines
Mallory Crowel Hall-Thomsen †
Hannah Michelle Hardy ***
Craig Thomas Hobin *
Bailey Edwin Honer-Chavez ** †
Sara Brigid Horgan *
Grace Ann Hull **
Katie Marie Humphreys
Olivia Humulock **
Theresa Hynes †
Jamee Isme
Camryn Marie Kreuscher *
Robert Francis Lavoie
Marley E. Machon †
Gregory Charles Manlius †
Lillian Grace Marie ***
Heidi Christine McCormick †
Julia Marie Medina
Madalyn Elisabeth Mercier
Joshua Davis Montgomery
Lilliana Ros Moore *
Avery Wilder Motyka ***
Lucas A. Ortiz
John Michael Pezza †
Amanda Eileen Pool ***
Kate Quinby
Eileen Hansen Reynolds
Lily Constable Rodger *
Markeem Vee Rodrigues
Elizabeth Anne Rudd †
Estefani Sanchez †
Kaysha Sanon ***

Gianna Rose Santelli **
Sarah Schalles ‡
Hannah Sechlo †
Chloe Jo Ann Sheehan *
Carly Smith *
Caitlin Marie Spor †
Samuel Lynn Updike †
Lucas Glenn Whitemyer
Porter Klein Wilson
Ashley M. Wrobel
Ioanna Sophia Zoumboulis

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Benjamin Rocco Agreste *
Kelechi C. Agwunobi ‡
Peter Alagha **
Samantha J. Alaimo ††
Riley Paige Allen
Karly A. Alvarado
Braden S. Anderson **
Dennis James Anderson **
Matthew James Anton **
Kendall Michelle Antoniak ***
Felicia Araujo †
Nicholas Joseph Arno *
Virginia Teresa Arpaia
Evan D. Asadorian
Ciara S. Auclair ***
Michael David Baker
Giovanni Brady Balsamo *
Denise Nicole Barron
Collin M. Beaudry *
Rajeev S. Beato
Harrison Gardiner Bell
Rachel Rose Bennett
Ethan Andrew Berg
Catrina Bernier
Jacob R. Berube
Sean Michael Besette
Lauren Brittany Bettencourt **
John Louis Bliss **
Anthony James Bobola
Joseph Jack Bohacs **
Jacob Ryan Bohrman †
Gregory Charles Boisvert ***
Katelyn Ann Brand
Connor James Brinklow **
Mathieu George Brissette ***
Cole Brockwell **
Lauren Hailey Brown *** †
Nicholas Joseph Brown

Heather Difazio ***
Nikhil Dommaraju
Kiara Sophia Elias
Olivia Elizabeth Emery
Saida Fernandez ‡
Jason Peter Filipponne ††
Adel Kennedy Gage **
Nicholas Galloni ‡
Jeremiah Garcia
Anabelle N. Gibson *** ††
Connor Jacob Gray * †
Tyler Blake Hanlon
Lindsey Hastings
Hailey Dawn McDevitt
Hendricks ***
Luis Pablo Hernandez ** ††
Aiden Kevin Hill
Max Theodore Hirder
Mario A. Jacobo
Brevin Kordel Jaramillo †
Dylan Keith Johnson †
Orion Joyner †
Yann Franck Youbi Kamgo †
Christopher David Kerfoot * †
Michael Franklin Knowlton †
Nathan Vissnuk Kong **
Taylor Nicole Kowal **
Suneal S. Lall
Andrew Laraw Lama **
Lynsie M. LaPointe
Kyle Lema
Stephen James Lemme
Emily Gabrielle Light **
Bennett Lou *** †
Denno E. Louis *
Jerry Ly
Johnathan R. Marshall
Isabella Ann Martinez ***
Sarabeth Rose McClain ***
Oliver Wendell McLaughlin ***
Hannah M. Melior
Jalen Boudavong Mendoza
Sarah Lynn Mirandaou ***
Melody Elizabeth Mitchell *** ††
Isabella Marie Mollicone *
Joanna Montoya **
COLLEGE OF
BUSINESS
continued

Samantha R. Brown ***
Cameron Gordon Buffum
Johna Amelia Hope Burton ***
Jacob Busel *
Matthew Richard Byrne *
William Robert Cadematori ***
Anita Rose Cady ***
Xinyi Cai †
Jennifer Lynn Calderone *
Dylan Thomas Campbell ‡
Braeden Cannon ***
Jack Carley *
Gianna Marie Carlin **
Caitlin Mary Carney *
Holly Cassidy
Tess Catherine Castle †
Estela Catalán
Aaron Cervone
Ahmed Ashraf Chamseddine
Zachary C. Chantre **
Cailing Chen *** †
Nicholas Michael Chew *
Jacob Chung
Robert William Civetti **
Jennifer L. Claudino *
Rowan Margaret Coleman
Kayla Rose Colicchio *
Devin A. Collard * †
Bianca Conti **
Mackenzie Elizabeth Contillo
Zachary Cook ‡
Antronette Littur Cooper * †
Dylan Jeremiah Corkery ‡
Joseph Anthony Corrado ***
Dennis M. Correa
Nizayah Jose Dalomba Correia
Michael Joseph Costello
Madison Claire Cote **
Connor John Coughlan †
Christian Searle Crockwell
Justin B. Crooks †
Tristan Gabriel Curran *
Colleen Curtin ***
Ryan Anthony Cyr *
Andrew John D’Adamo *
Lena-Sophia Damaske
Evelin Elisabeth Dapprich ***
Delmiro Dasilva ***
James Addison Day **
Michael Anthony Deady ** †
Nichole Maria DeAngelo †
Tori Marie DeJulia **
Brandon Michael Delaney
Benjamin DeLuca †
Matthew Angelo DePardod
Kenneth Scott Desrosiers
Adidas R. DeWillis
Amelia June Dexter *
Fatimatou Arianna Diallo
Yasmín Kira Díaz *** †
Isabella Didden *
Nicholas Anthony DiDiego *
Jason R. Diedrich
Samuel Dockier
Andy I. Douglas
Kiara Dos Santos Duarte
Karley Marie Duda ** †
Timothy James Duffy
Noah Durand
Carolyln Patricia Dye **
John Earls **
Page Yunxuan Elliott *** †
Bryan Ellis †
Thomas Essig
Thomas Robert Fagan
Jason A. Fera **
Andrew Thomas Ferguson ‡
Fatima Josefin Fernandez **
Jeffrey David Ferreira *** †
Louis Charles Ferrigno
Joshua Saylor Fice
Alyssa Kate Figarsky *** †
Sean James Fitzgerald *
Samuel Leonard Fitzpatrick *
Robert Christian Flansburg *
Jadon Lovett Folkwein
Collin Patrick Ford
Gabrielle E. Ford *
Nikolas Paul Ford ***
Linda Marie Foreman
Sebastian Henry Formica ***
Michael Anthony Forni
William Kevin Fox
Broc A. French **
Andrew J. Frigon
Christopher Ryan Friguelito
Thomas Charles Frisica *
Conor M. Gallagher
Sean Robert Gambaiani
Lucas Joseph García †
Victor Manuel Garcia †
Andrea Megan Gaudiana ** †
Kyle James Gauvin †
Nicholas Raymond Gauvin †
Logan Gervasio
Thomas Gieseke †
Joshua John Gilbert †
Jessica Lauren Gillman *** †
Janelle Girard †
Rebecca Marie Girardi **
Dean F. Gilfort
Adeimineker Gomes †
Michael Jacob Gordon ***
Thomas Joseph Gordon
Justin William Gorgone
Eva Rose Gorman *
Alison Gorriaran ***
Andrew J. Gould
Keith Gowd
Brandon A. Gramajo ***
Emma Nicole Grant ***
Maverick Jude Grillo **
Joseph John Guido *
Kevin William Gutelius *
Madelyn Guthrie †
Nicholas K. Habershaw
Olivia Maddyn Hage ***
Pattyk Halas
Brian Matthew Hamilton
Hailey Marie Hannon
Yanni David Hansen
Colby Joseph Hayes **
Sienna Eva Henry * †
Ryan Palmer Henshaw
Cameron David Heroux **
Matthew Leo Hetu ***
Kaleigh H. Hilton
Logan Christopher Hoffman **
Alexis Kate Hogan **
Andrew Holguin
Nathaniel Holman
Meaghann Marissa Homan **
Sarah Elizabeth Hooper *
Alison T. Hornung ***
Lars Petter Bredsdorff
Hetvedt ***
Mackenzie A. Hough
Henry Marcus Howe ** †
Bobby Huang * †
Lucas Timothy Hurley *
Ryan John Huta ***
Nicholas Alexander Iden ***
Nicole Iemma *** †
Nuzhat Islam †
Paige D. Jadhav * †
Iain Everett Jaeger *
Haleigh Lyn Jennings ***
Lianynez Jimenez *** †
Yamika Jimenez
Laiza Shanely Jimenez-Henkle
Riley J. Jordan
Rachel Joyal ***
Jake Charles Kalotai **
Brad Kammerman *
Julien Karraz *
Nathan Thomas Kavka *
Jacob Kelly **
Sean Patrick Kelly *
Tatum Kelly
Adrian Michael Kennedy
John Thomas Kennedy ‡
Zackary R. Kent *** †
Shane Vincent Kerr
Tyler Michael Khalafayan ***
Armin Khan *
Amanda Joy Kiley **
Isaiah Martin Kittle ***
Jason Matthew Klemm **
Madeleine Grace Knightly *
Anthony J. Kozaritz *** †
Ryan Andrew Krone **
Nathan Steven Labbe **
Cosmo Joseph LaCosta *
Adrian Laginhas **
Meghan Catherine Lance **
Maria Katherine Lane **
Matthew R. Langlais
Kyle W. Lappen *
Thomas John Laucik **
Justin Lemoine †
Eric Thomas Leonard **
Anthony Robert LePera
Catherine Mary Levitre ***
Karina Zhi Lew **
Dante Lewis
Katherine Brooke Liao *** †
Justin Dennis Lindwall
Thomas Lionetti †
Abigail Lombardo ‡
John Dominic Lombardo
Corey Longworth †
Amelia Christine Lopez **
Jack Angelo Losardo
X’Zavior Love-Cifredo
Connor E. Lowell
Brianna Michelle Lucarelli * †
Awny E. Lulo * †
Riley Lynch * †

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† Requirements completed in 2022
‡ Requirements to be completed August 2023
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Taylor L. Abramowitz *
Adrianna Ann Altieri ***
Brianna Nicole Arabio ***
Steven Michael Ayala ***
Lilyana L. Barling
Molly Beagan
Molly Kathleen Birmstill
Macie Laurence Botello
Miah Marie Boucher ***
Selena Lee Brosious **
Cassidy Julia Button ***
Zoe Elizabeth Chazan *
Kayla M. Cipriano
Jenna Elizabeth Clark *
Jonathan Raymond Csisar ***
Eryka Lyn Daniels
Andrew DiBiase
Nicole Frances Doherty ***
Katelyn Marie Dove
Madalyn Victoria Drozd
Kaleigh Esposito-Russell ***
Ana Filomena Falcone
Michael R. Feeney
Kelly Anne Fitzgerald **
Tatiana O. Freitas
Crystal S. Fuerte
Jocelyn C. Gautier ***
Arianna Gemma
Shannon Li Gerspach **
Emma Isabelle Green ***
Madyson Brooke Gutierrez
Celeste Joy Hadley *
Gwen Patricia Hoeler
Kathryn Faith Homer ***
Molly Hughes
Grace Marie Jackson *
Caroline Elizabeth Johnson ***
Gillian Beth Klise ***
Marleena Kristen Kocot ***
Sophie Langsdorf
Karla Lorraine Leon
Chloe Hope Lewis ***
Maya J. Lewis
Jacqueline Lopez ‡
Karley Lyne
Skylar Rose MacKenzie ‡
Abigail Marie Manley **
Jessica Lucia Mann ***
Haley Jean Marchetti *
Brenda Silva Martins ***
Danielle Martins ††
Keana C. McCants
Annie May Mendillo **
Carlynn Nicole Miller ‡
Ethan Alexander Miller
Sara Eva Montague *
Ava S. Morin **
Marcus Arthur Morse
Esther Agnes Mulamba ***
Caitlyn Murphy *
Emily Lauren Nugent **
Tess Palma
Dennis Paolucci ***
Kailee Patrie ***
Nicholas P. Pecher *
Celia Danielle Perez ***
Heather E. Perry
Rachel Lynn Pesko *
Hayley Marie Peterson *
Gianna Francesca Pirri ***
Liliana M. Ramsey
Julia Caroline Renna *
Haley Spencer Rice *
Megan Elizabeth Robillard ***
Alexis Mackenzie Robinson ***
Ana-Lee Rochelle Rocha
Hailey Alexa Rogers
Giulia Nicole Russo ***
Madelyn Rose Ryan *
Kirsten Nicole Sabia ***†
Madison Samperi ***
Nathanael Scott Santagata
Erica Elizabeth Scoby
Haley Anne Sepot **
Samantha Sindel
Elia Therese Sirois ‡
Kyle John Smith ***
Jenna Marie Staten *
Kate Lynch Stavely ***
Samantha Jane Sullivan
Ali Lynn Sutton
Danielle K. Swan
Kate Ann Swanson ***
Brianna Christine Tocco ***
Julia Marie Vanelli ***
Kayla Ann Van Gorden †
Angelina Marie Vega
Chelsea Vieira
Madison Viotto **
Kiley E. Walsh **†
Haylie M. Wellman
Alexandria Olivia Williams ††
Gelisa Christine Williams ‡
Raphael O. Williams *
Shelby Marie Wilson
Charles Robert Wood Jr. *
Any Elizabeth Wrobel
Rachel Allyson Zeitlin ***
Jeremy Ryan Zupan

BACHELOR OF INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

Charles V. Burns
Erik B. Colburn †
Hailey Christine Dalby ***
Jason P. Devine ††
Danielle Marie Dutra ‡
Jonathan D. Hammond ‡
Delisle Longolucco
Ashton Rogers

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Walter Albizures *
Nico M. Babin ***
Justin Anthony Bizzotto ‡
Sharon Kenyon Blackmar ***
Arianna DeAngelis
Mia Jacqueline Dunn ***
Kaleigh Esposito-Russell ***
Aaron Fitzenny ‡
Roma Alexandra Gaschler
Jenna Heath
Krystal Dawn Johnson ‡
Tara Elizabeth Kennedy ***
Andrew Chrisna Khvang
Andrew B. Kupke
Kerri A. Lamarre
Kathryn Sydney Loiko ***
Aimee Marie Louzon ***
Kelly Siobhan McKay ***
Grace Elizabeth Mischler ***
Kaelyn Musler
James Michael Paiva
Kathryn Celia Raduazzo *
Joshua Rampone
Emma Kate Reuther **
Jenna Nicole Ribeiro **
Cole Alexander Riley
Brianna Robinson †
Jerry A. Sahagian
Benjamin Silva *
Julie A. Smith †
Nicholas Yandolino

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† Requirements completed in 2022
‡ Requirements to be completed August 2023
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Temitope Deborah Aina * ‡
Raisa Alejandro
Kara Marie Anderson
Sarah Marie Bailey **
Leah M. Berube ***
Tate A. Blazonis *** ‡
Erin Nicole Broadmeadow ***
Zachary Philip Burgess ***
Joseph Elio Catarina
Lauren Anne Conley
Meghan Corneau
Calvin Coolidge Costner
Heather DiFazio ***
Charles Enne
Joel Alexander Feldmann
Benjamin Gameau ***
Madison Nicole Gravel
Nicholas D. Johnson
Anthony Koning
Chloe Josephine Lattuca
Zachary Robert Lindo **
Raquel Cristina Lopes
Charlotte Anne LoPiccolo ***
Samuel Federico Luzzi
Elizabeth Ann Lynchard ***
Heather S. Magliari
Brett Joseph Maloney *
Nathan J. McRoberts
Siena Dawn Negash
Kaci Perry
Mia Kate Rhodes *
Michaela Elizabeth Roberts †
Luis Jose Rodriguez *** ‡
Sara Katherine Southland **
Joellyn S. Speredelozzi ***
William Wesley True
Kevin Michael Wellington ***

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Zachary Ahlquist **
Justin Andreozzi ***
Logan Riley Bruns
Mitchell Paul Buckert *
Thalia Savannah Bulhoes
Caroline Mary Canales *
Ashton Ryde Coghil
Ryan Joseph Duhamel
Nicholas James Ferraro
Olivia Rose Frederick
Allison Rose Gagne
John Thomas Curran Gibbons * †
Katie Grenon **
Thomas Whelan Johnson
Jake Hunter LeFort
Sarah McCallum Lyons ***
Christopher Philip Miller ***
Kamil Obrzycki ***
Colleen Mary O’Loughlin
Lauren N. Rainone *
William James Robertson
Juan Enrique Hernandez Rodriguez †
Stephen Randolph Szpak ***

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Vincent Jude Aidala
Aiden James Areson
Logan Beattie ***
Derek Bosworth
Mitchell John Brown †
Colin John Cameron
Fiona Carriz ** †
Cameron Joseph Cesana †
Brenna Joan Collins ***
Katherine Marie Cretey ***
Yeriel Cruz **
Levon Dikran Dakessian ‡
Anthony DeBenedictis
Isabel Rose Del Monte *
Brendan Gerald Dodd **
Katharine Sooli Druyce
Carrie Ellis ***
Noah Endelson
Ryan Joseph Fagan ***
Philip Bruno Fassnacht **
Stephen C. Follett ***
Matthew John Galasso
Zachary Gallup
Sean Michael Georgiades *
Seth Andrew Jones
Allison Kahl ***
Rhiannon Jane Ketchum †
Sadie Frances LaFleur **
Daniel M. LaMotta
Daniel Albert Lavender
Ryan Michael Levesque **
Daniel Joseph Lopes
Antonio John Lucchetti
Sofia Rosario Mancini
Julia Rose McCarter
Thomas Harold McSparren *** ‡
Daniel James Mullaney ***
Caitlin Elizabeth Murray
Isaiah Jesus Narvaez
Thanh Cong Nguyen
Jake Anthony Nunes ***
Collin Ochs
Jonathan Ojuri
Meagan Olson * ‡
Kathryn Ann Pezaris ‡
Elizabeth N. Phelps
Liam George Quinn
Conor Ratchford
Joseph Anthony Ricci
Matthew Graham Sullivan ***
David Joseph Taylor
Zachary T. Tourgee * ‡
Ryan James Tutwiler
Mia Nicole Valenti
Nicole R. Wilson **

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN

COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Cameron Michael Amaral **
Nathan Andrew Campano
Taylor Matthew Cordeiro
Andre Filipe Costa **
Aram Vasken Elmayan
Abraham Joshua Gilbert
Alec Goldberg *
Alec Goldberg *
Matthew M. Hooks
Isabella Christine Johnson **
Brendon S. Lorena
James Robert McDermott
Mariah L. Messinger * †
Gianna Marie Nardini
Thong Duc Nguyen
Paul D. Perry
Jonathan Michael Pollard ***
Daniel Xavier Reyes ***
Whitney Schoellerman
Daniel Sossa †
Kevin Coutinho Suggs ‡
Daniel Joseph Wilkins **
Chang Tao Yu †

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Adam Anabtawi
Brian Bissonnette
Ryan Thomas Bradley
Liam Brennan
Logan Oliver Brooks
Wilmer Chinchilla †
Zachary Alan Chofay ***
Nicholas Ryan Costick
Seam M. Doherty
Matthew Duke
Nathan Thomas Dwyer
Benjamin Brian Feeney
Tucker James Snow Girard
Dean A. Grupposo * ‡
Isaiah Andres Idelfonso-Plourde
Samuel Adam Isaacson ‡
James Colin Kaye *
Allen Ly **
Peter Tomascin Martin
Griffin R. Melican
Kartik Mohanty ***
Hannah Morrissey
Noah James Nicolella **
Chase Edward Peirson ***  
Santhosh Kumar Rajendran  
Andrew Tomas Ribeiro  
Jacob Tomas Ribeiro  
Adam Charles Silvestri *  
Jayden St. Germain *  
Daoleung L. Thounsavath  
Antonio Loungnapha  
Vennmahavong  
Rowan D. Woods *  
Jessica Michelle Yang ***  
Andy You *  

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS 
ENGINEERING

Alexandra Irene Barbato  
Jonathan Joseph Davila *  
Christopher E. Duhaime †  
Joshua Fishbein  
Christopher Germosen  
Leah J. Golde  
Nicholas Michael Hurley  
Sara Paige Lang **  
Nicholas Nathan Laryea ‡  
Savannah C. Marcotte  
Victor Isaac Salinas  
Michael Francis Vallaro *

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Abid Ahmed  
Jake Ernest Albanesa *  
Julio Rafael Almanzar  
Teresa K. Almeida ***  
Matthew James Alsante  
Colby Libro Anastasio **  
Liam Sean Assenza  
Nahor Mesweki Asso  
Mitchell Kelly Barker ***  
Colin Paul Benvenuti  
Gage Cameron Blanchflower  
Derek Borbon  
Troy Botteon  
Chase Paul Breyer  
Alexandra McKenzie Burns  
Alexandra Mary Byrne *  
Anthony Nicholas Cardi **  
Gavin Carey  
Carlos Antonio Casanova †  
Alexander Chavez  
Mark Coley II  
Peter J. Coughlin  
Andrew Scott Cretella  
Adam Nelson DaSilva *  
Jamie Scott Davis  
Catarina Andrade Gomes De Vasconcelos ***  
Mitchell Domenic DiMartino *  
Trevor Thomas Doolan  
Rose F. Dowden †  
Caroline Elizabeth Dowling ***  
Garrison William Escamilla  
Adam Justin Fabi  
Rebecca L. Fabrizi  
Luke James Flyntz  
Leonardo A. Garofalo *  
Nicholas Scott Gosselin  
Felicity M. Griffin †  
Anthony Vincent Guarino  
Matthew Elias Hajjar †  
John Henry Halloran ***  
Kevin Hanley †  
Charles Phillip Hanoian  
Samuel Zachary Hayden **  
Jack Thomas Hogan  
Jack Louis Houen  
Mason Thomas Houle **  
Alberto Intrieri  
Shea James Jackson **  
Samantha Jeanne Jeffersds  
Shawn Michael Jencsik  
Julia Elizabeth Karlberg *  
Jeivel Roy Ally Yasua Kenelak †  
Aiden Kermen ***  
Jack Lacombe  
Andrew Brennan Lacouture  
David Brendan Lamb  
Dylan C. LaMotte  
Merrick Thomas Leach †  
Samuel Emery Lewin *  
Miguel Alessandro Lopez *  
Justin Madonna †  
Connor William Mancini *  
Johnathan R. Marshall †  
Christopher McCarty  
Brendan A. McGillivray  
Sean D. McKenney  
Angiley Merced  
Tyler Brian Miller *  
Adam Page  
Lucas R. Peckham †  
Elizabeth Calnain Pelletier **  
Stephen Paul Petrozzi  
Yorke Pretorius  
Matthew Steven Rei  
Jonathan Christopher Riley  
Benjamin David Rosenberg **  
Jebra Nadeem Saqib  
Nicholas Kurt Scholz  
Daniel Richard Schwartz  
Nicholas Alexander Sellers †  
Anthony Thomas Serluka  
Akash Rajesh Shah  
William Sheldon  
James Garrett Shubrooks  
John William Simes  
Anthony Skillings  
Matthew Anthony Smaldone  
Spencer William Sprague  
William Vasken Tatewosian **  
Joshua Taylor  
Andrew Terziario  
Jeremy Tornatore  
Jacob A. Trivisonno **  
Pablo Cesor Vargas †  
Evan E. Vazquez *  
Emily Veader  
Sean Christopher Ward Jr.  
Daniel J. White ***  
Keever N. Winters  
Shaheer Yasin  
Nicholas Yau *  
Eric Robert Zimmermann

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
OCEAN ENGINEERING

Michael Thomas Antonucci  
Nicholas Park Baccari **  
Gregory O. Bales †  
Alek Boving ‡  
Walter Addison Boyko  
Kiersten Sarah Card  
Kevin Michael Carr †  
Frank Angelo Cicalo  
Constantine George Coclin ***  
Anthony George DiPasquale  
Tyler James Donahue †  
Catherine Theresa Eno  
Lauren Fitzpatrick ***  
Joseph A. Frascolia  
Mackenzie C. Fraser †  
Albert Anthony Gesualdi †  
Brendan Joseph Giordano ***  
Jack Thomas Hoder  
Finnegan Hoyer ***  
Andreas Samuel Suprimangun  
Karma  
Benjamin C. Kealey  
Eleanor Catherine Lange †  
Clare Marie Laroche ***  
Emilia Marino  
Francis John Marrone *** ‡  
Annaliese Nardi ***  
Zachary Antonio Palmer *  
Ian Pierce †  
Ian Theodore Poe *  
Abigail Frances Richardson  
Isaac Benaiah Salazar ***  
Roselisa Dorothy Soden  
Elizabeth Louise Taylor ***  
Marike Agustin Tenawe *  
Andrew John VanRoy ‡  
Joshua Francis Wood ***}

* Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
*** Summa Cum Laude  
† Requirements completed in 2022  
‡ Requirements to be completed August 2023
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Maggie Helen Arruda
Faith Boluwatife Badejo ** †
Alyssa A. Bailey †
Julie Batista ‡
Jacob Michael Bedard *
Evan Alexander Boyd *
Brianna Gabrielle Brown ***
Sophia Claire Calianos †
Evelyn Daniela Olmedo Contreras †
Rylee James Cowie ‡
Daniel James D’Aprile ***
Taylor Fairweather
Jessica Andrea Gaviria
Janelle Girard †
Benjamin Noah Guadalupe
Gwen Patricia Hoeler
Theodore John Hopkins **
Luan Saboya Huberman
Isabella Nina Iannucci *
Kristina R. Johnson *** †
Demetrios M. Kanellias †
Conor M. Lalonde
Olivia Rose Lanphear
Sophia Grace Lopardo **
Nicholas Alan Marin **
Skyler R. Marsh
Nikita Maryanov *** †
Vincent Mastino
Tara Rose McGillicuddy
William A. McKeige
Molly Linnea McMahon
Isabel Melo *
Gillian Arabella Mitkowski ***
Khari Zoe Montague
Tyler Andrew Nault ‡
Bridget Catherine Neri ♠
Kenneth Thomas Oelkers *
Juliana Gloria Orilia * †
Juliette Pagliuso-Plunkett
Laura Elizabeth Pansulla ***
Brendan Patrick Peck *
Helmawaty Epivania Rumbiak *
Daniel Sean Ryan †
Adam R. Santos
Betsi Rosiely Santos ♠
Hailey Alexandria Smith
Matthew R. Smith **
Gabrielle Vanessa Soares **
Joelyn S. Speredelozzi ***
Alli Lynn Sutton
Jeremy Ryan Zupan

BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Alexander James Anderson *
Seth John Boeri Boyce ***
Ricky Chen
Maria Isabel Church ***
Thomas Andrew DiPetrillo ***
Cameron Bryan Folgo *
Tom S. Gamee
Cirilo Couto Martins
Warren I. Ploeg
Jenna Selochan

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ANIMAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Isabel Lynne Abbatelli
Abigail B. Arguin
Destiny Lee Armijo
Eve Marie Arzt **
Duncan James Bates ‡
Kimberly Jane Batista *
Emese Audrey Benziger ***
Emma Marie Bissonette ***
Jeffrey Robert Bodendorf
Isabella M. Caldwell ***
Sydney Lynn Charette **
Charlotta Eve Cifelli †
Lauren Leigh Cira *** †
Adam J. Daddio
Max Joseph DiMonte ***
Franklin Disla Jr.
Lauryn Shae Durand
Marieke Rose Fastovsky *** †
Julia Ann Francis ***
Jake Reardon Furigay ‡
Emma Belle Goldstein
Charlie Pepper Grenier †
Noa-Kate Hensley *
Stephanie Hope Hernandez
Milla L. Hershman **
Everett Grayson Hill ‡
Mora Hinterwaldner
Bridget Regan Humphries
Kelsey Humphries
Barbara Eleni Kefalas †
Sophia Kenneally *
Molly Catherine Langevin ***
Jordyn Allison Leon
Zoe Ames Lin
Julia Meredydd Lythe
Sadie E. MacGrath
MacKenzie Jeannette Manson *
Chantelle L. Marechaux †
Kathryn Elizabeth McIntosh
Zachary B. Menard * †
Alexis Jaye Morey ***
Tyler Login Morris
Christopher Bruce Nearing ***
Jelisa Milagros Negron *
Kayla Nesby * †
Olivia Annmarie Notarangelo
Elizabeth Patrice Nuss †
Cameron James Osbrey
Brianna Dianne Petit
Fallon Samantha Pfeifer †
Hannah Rose Piraino
Jillian Louise Plumb **
Haylee Prescott †
Axel Luis Quinones †
Abigail Margaret Resendes ** †
Aidan Thomas Manuel Rinaldi-Young **
Raquel Ariana Rocha ♠
Megan Elizabeth Rossili ***
Isabella Marie Schmidt
Lucy Pilar Serenska †
Sara Mary Staskywicz
Kathryn Mary Sullivan
Rhiannon Eve Tomlinson
Deanna Marie Torella-McLoughlin
Sopanha Touch *** †
Hailey Elizabeth Trolletta †
Lydia Joy Valentine ***
Genevieve Rose Valley
Cassandra Rose Wandell
Jennifer Ann Ward **

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AQUACULTURE AND FISHERIES SCIENCE
Christian Charles DiTusa
Zachary R. Gieseke *
Julia Guimaraes **
Benjamin Thomas Huott
Yesmeen L. Khattab *
Bryson G. Lipson *
Chloe M. Melillo **
Cassandra Lee Mylek
Mitchell Parizek **
Joseph Nicholas Ruggieri * †
Tyler Spicer *
Daniel Xavier Teravainen *

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Victoria Temitope Adenegan
Faisal Alisabbagh
Molly Marissa Atkin ***
Christopher David Atkinson ‡
Geffner-Calixte Beaubrun *
Kevin Craig Beck ***
Tessa Bellavia †
Zachary James Bergeron ***
Sulaiman Ma’en A Bibsli †
Hunter Thomas Billings
Alexander Paul Bostrom ***
Tristan Emanuel Bravo
Alexandria Lemieux Briere
Shelby Elena Bruno ***
Kathleen Dalton Burgdorff *
Mia Paige Capparelli *** †
Hailee Marie Carlson **
Alex Charles Caron ***
Abigail Marie Carr * †
Chloe Marie Chiruna ***
Alyssa M. Choquette
Maylinda Kim Chou *** †
Sofia Circosta
Richard Arden Clar †
Jennifer R. Costabile ***
Lyeden Crane
Love Dahn
Hannah Catherine Dale *** †
Emma Christine DeCoste
Kelsey Elisabeth Desing
Gianna Michelle DiBella
Zachary J. Drayer *** †
Andrea Ester Miranda Duarte *** †
Lillyanna Marion Dunn ***
John Robert Ensinger
David Onaopemipo Falano
Sarah Catherine Fassino ***
Ariel Elizabeth Finkle ***
Delaney A. Fisher ***
Makaela Lee Formiglio
Aimee Elizabeth Garcia **
Jarod Alexander Garcia
Madeline R. Haffner
Victoria Natalie Hansen *
Monet Harrison †
Sarai Hernandez
Kelsey Hunter
Addison Pierce Hurwitz
Denecia Marie-Ana Sarah James **
Shaheer Sheikh Jamil †
Danielle Jegabbi
Benjamin McKinley Jones
Maureen E. Kennedy ***
Shauna Marin Killane **
Alivia M. Krol
Andrew Zachary Levine
Neil Kevin MacLeod *** †
Piper Lauren Maguire
Ishaq R. Malik †
Kelsey Elizabeth Markey ***
Anthony Joseph Micare *
Sherry Milano ** †
Abigail Kenny Moller ** †
Shaelyn Alaina Moors ***
Isabel Grace Moreau ***
Fatou Ndiaye * †
Kaya Nesby * †
Jenna Hazel Niedzwiecki *
Caitlin Jean O'Leary ***
Sarah Elizabeth Oliveira ***
Karlyle Marston O'Neil
Andrew M. Ouellette †
Yovany Padilla †
Ivan Arturo Abreu Paniagua
Rhea-Divine Amanda Perry
Alexus Song Phommachanh *** †
Ashley Marie Picard ***
Abby J. Punjio
Justin Alexander Ragosta ***
Jordan Rebecca Rajotte
Caillan A. Randolph ***
Madison Rose Rella
Elijah Patrick Rife **
Christopher Omar Rivera **
Angela Aurora Rodriguez * †
Angela Frances Rossi **
Kara Jane Rumowicz
Ghalil Mohammad Sari *
Britanny Ann Stankiewicz
Sydney Nicole Sutton
Emily Grace Taylor
Kevin Teran †
Evan Patrick Thompson †
Rhiannon Eve Tomlinson
Sopanha Touch *** †
Rahjae Marquis Towns
Urbia Uzzaman **
Sophia Grace Vesona
Kyle Robert Warila *
Aleigha Ann Williams
Benjamin A. Wood ***

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY

Nicholas Matthew Alessandri
Devine C. Azonye †
Olivia Kelley Ashton Baetz *
Emese Audrey Benziger ***
Eli Zachary Bloom
Caityn Rose Boissel ***
Mackenzie Dora Boucher ***
Aidan Thomas Boving ***
Polo J. Cabana-Ortiz *
Andrew William Capron ***
Ashlynn Cunningham *
Kristina Marie DAntuono
Vanessa T. DeLuca
Zachary J. Drayer *** †
Melissa Florence Ellis
Kaleigh Esposito-Russell ***
Avalon Anastasia Fiore
Courtney Fowler
Abigail S. Goodman
Stedman Gyamfi-Darkwah *
Kristen Hope Harder ***
Sierra Lynn Hefferan ***
Jared Michael Helm *
Jack Brian Hennen **
Denecia Marie-Ana Sarah James **
Kelsey A. Jorgensen ***
Julia Rae Karsaliakos
Matthew Kinally **
John Francis Caprio †
Brenden Thomas Choquette **
Towser Michael DiFilippo
Ryan Feliciano
Brandon Ferreira †
Robin Magella Fidel *
Martin Jonathan Flaherty †
Olutunde J. Ifilisoye
Akinkumi Victor Imonah †
Ryan Patrick Kelly ***
James Kinnally **
Nadia Anne Lavallee *
Tatiana Rose Lopez * †
Sakshi Dharmendra Mishra
Vanessa Moniz †
Diogo Paulino †
Carden Hope Resch **
Zachary Alan Waskowicz *** †
Thomas J. Westgate †

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOTECHNOLOGY

Polo J. Cabana-Ortiz *
John Francis Caprio †
Nicole Casale
Brenden Thomas Choquette **
Towser Michael DiFilippo
Ryan Feliciano
Brandon Ferreira †
Robin Magella Fidel *
Martin Jonathan Flaherty †
Olutunde J. Ifilisoye
Akinkumi Victor Imonah †
Ryan Patrick Kelly ***
James Kinnally **
Nadia Anne Lavallee *
Tatiana Rose Lopez * †
Sakshi Dharmendra Mishra
Vanessa Moniz †
Diogo Paulino †
Carden Hope Resch **
Zachary Alan Waskowicz *** †
Thomas J. Westgate †

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS

Brandon Chester Appel †
Sophie E. Bacas
Sarah Elizabeth Barry ***
John McKenna Biller ***
Natalie Bishop *
Jessica Marie Byrne ***
Alexa Lee Cafiso *
Noah Reilly Cloutier ***
Alexandra Elizabeth Coutu ***
Jonah Michael Crema *
Heather Elizabeth Denny **
Allison Elizabeth Dillon
Emily Jeanne Ferrara
Jadon Lovett Folkwein
Griffin Thomas Hart
Nathan Steven Labbe **
Riley Brook LaPre **
Cameron Richard Luzzo
Tara Rose McGillicuddy
Molly Lynia McKenna ***
Megan McMullen
Sebastian Burkitt Murray-Brown **
Natalia Peterson O'Leary **
Calvin Kirwan Orton **
Evan Matthew Park Riedeman
Amy Risdon
Tait Rourke †
Brian Michael Saniuk
Virginia Rose Smith ***
Alexa Nicole Thibodeau *
Jacob Towne †
Andrew J. Wilson *** †
Nathan Winter
Isabella Zimmer ***
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT

Molly Katherine Ahern ***
Matthew P. Bauer ** †
Edward Blaise Beauchemin
Kevin D. Botelho ***
Jacqueline Anne Brabants *** †
Jennifer Lynn Burdick ***
Scott Louis Calitri **
Taeghan Donohue Cavanaugh *
Laura Zhen Si Cebulski **
Trevor Cirillo
Ryan K. Corvese ***
Erin Marie Devin †
James Colin Diamond
Braden Eric Fleming *** †
Hannah Michaela Gienau
Casey P. Hogan *** †
Rachel Marie Howard ***
Kyle Alden Johnson
Sloan Madison Keller *
Nicholas Mathew Lorello *
Emily Grace MacDonald *** †
Hannah Emily Marquardt * †
Dominique Mathews *** †
Jack Thomas McManus †
Finnian David O’Farrell *** †
Mackenzie R. Payne ***
Brendan Patrick Peck *
Cristina Carmella Petroni †
Carissa N. Rego *
Austin Charles Rushworth
Timothy Jon Salvo **
Kristal Ruth Stahler ***
Meghan Lynne Steppka
Kendall Raquel Tapia **
Briana Maria Urizar
Ashley Morgan Volk ***
Brooke Morgan Withers ***
Sokthea Yin

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GEOLOGY AND GEOLOGICAL OCEANGRAPHY

Oliver Ian Allamby
Daniel Brito †
Stephen Salvatore Evans **
Aaron J. Gregory †
Emma Scott Harllee *
Piper Hunt ***
Piper Lynn Marmion
Marjorie P. Marrone
Nicole Lee Messerlian *** †
Mark S. Miller †
Miranda Morrison ‡
Tyler Lee Phillips
Iris Julia Picard *
Christian Stephen Toli †

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MARINE AFFAIRS

Sophie E. Bacas
Duncan James Bates ‡
Natalie Beshop **
Emily Nadia Drappeau *
Brooke Laura Dulude **
Lily R. Fitzgerald *
Meghan Elizabeth Kennedy
Fraser Mackechnie
Nicole Masono **
Alexandra Lauren Moura
Sebastian Burkitt Murray-Brown **
Carly Taylor Sontz †
Gianna Rose Varela ***
Athena S. Vieira

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MARINE BIOLOGY

Rosalind Renee Bailey **
Victoria Carol Bain
Gregory O. Bales ** †
Duncan James Bates ‡
Ian James Bush
Jennifer Campbell †
Brandon Richard Chapman
Ashlee Sky Clarke
Lydia Taylor Cross
Jakob W. Denelsbeck
Natalie Kate Devitt ***
Christina R. DiFranco
Emily Nadia Drappeau *
Willow Mae Dunster ***
Catherine Theresa Eno
Lily R. Fitzgerald *
Kayla Michelle Fraser
Samantha Marissa Gardner
Mary Katherine Gheyseyn ***
Chloe Marie Ellen Gilligan ***
Kevin Joseph Giordano †
Rebecca Rose Goodridge ‡
Joshua RaShaun Hall ‡
Arianna Helger **
Patricia Marie Henie †
Jillian Marie Hettrich
Katrina Marie-Odette Kulesh **
Leland Morrison Macey
Victoria March ‡
Kaiyn Mae Markuns ‡
Nicole Masone **
Kimberly E. Masse †
Connor J. Mathis ** †
Rachel Elizabeth Matisko **
Marguerite I. McNamara **
Janelle Lynn Mercer ***
Sara Elizabeth Miller
Hailey G. Millett
Benjamin Matthew Poepsel **
Jacob David Rancourt
Sierra Mae Richardson * †
Zachary Stuart Robinson **
Miguel Angel Vazquez-Fontanaz **
Ashley Velzis
Cassandra Rose Wandell
Brooke Morgan Withers ***

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE

Valeria Aguilar
Eli Zachary Bloom
Carley Elizabeth Burgess *
Emily Anne Collins *
Niaja Marie Guzman
Rylee Honore
Alexa Rai Massey ***
Alyssa Kathleen McNamara *
Zoey Elizabeth Mendoza ***
Lindsay Marie Schenking
Katelyn D. Thayer

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PLANT SCIENCES

Lea Lin Benoit * †
Oliver Smith Bingham **
Bethany Katherine Borgia **
Tricia Ellen Lorencou Boucher
Yuvi A. Cambero ***
Anna Carew
Bronwyn Carpenter
Mackenzie Ann Cetta ***
Kylie C. Chartier ***
Truman D. Christie
Michael Robert DePalo ** †
Tyler J. Flynn †
Jacob Mathew Gentile †
Ebben Thorne Howarth
Sophia Grace Lopardo **
Krista N. Michienzi †
Benjamin Pelletier ***
Conner Allen Robidoux *
Jae Kim Sichel
Lance Woodrow Sisson †
Mary Kathleen Spigel
Tatum Michael Sullivan-Bowler
Marjorie May Zwolinski

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE AND FOOD SYSTEMS

Melanie Branch *
Yuvi A. Cambero ***
Christopher J. Milne ***
Glenn M. Murphy * †
Victoria Anna Nelson * ‡
Trinity Rose Testa

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN WILDLIFE AND CONSERVATION BIOLOGY

Jessica Y. Adley ***
Gena Marie Anika
Abigail B. Arquin
Charles Dylan Bakos ‡
Margaret Katherine Belden
Jeffrey Robert Bodendorf
Laura Rose Bruseo **
Laura Zhen Si Cebulski **
Sarah Jean Collins †
Lillian Virginia Collyer †
Tyler Joseph Correia †
Gabriella D’Amico
Evan Matthew DeMendonca †
Lilia Elkins
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Nicole Eve Adomeit ***
Dasha Zhikhina Albee
Sydney Aislinn Anderson **
Angelina Yoan Andreozzi
Shannon Danielle Apolito
Samantha Marie Aubin †
Alyssa Lyn Belcher Ausura *** †
Gina M. Barbera *** †
Laura A. Barden †
Lily Ann Barden
Sarah M. Batista ***
Marta Anne Baumann ***
Jaime Arlene Beers ** †
Olivia Andraya Bellitoso ***
Diana N. Benedetto
Aidan Robert Benoit
Chloe Elle Bittelman ***
Gianna Elena Boccocini **
Jenna R. Bowdy †
William Montana Braun
Katherine Grace Brown
Patrick Matthew Browne ***
Alexis A. Buff ***
Cassidy Julia Button ***
Evan Michael Campbell
Kailey A. Capellan †
Christina Marie Capobianco ✱
Jenna L. Carmichael †
Ryan A. Carroll †
Rosalia Lynn Casson
Brooke Haley Cavino ✱
Leann Chanthavong
Julia Lauren Choquette **
Brynne Clark
Francesca Grace Collazo †
Sarah Michelle Cook ✱
Melanie Elizabeth Corelli *** †
Sara Coria
Tyler Costeira *
Donato Joseph Crisanti
Sarah Rose DaSilva ✱
Elizabeth Grace Davidson
Julia Rose DeCristofaro
Jayvee Degrace †
Jillian Mary Delaney
Greta Rose Del Bonis ***
Alexis Paige DeMarco
Jeremiah J. Deraway ***
Emma Derry *
Michael James Deus ***
Kathia V. Diah ✱
Bridget Eileen Doherty ***
Daniel James Donaldson *
Isabelle Jayne Dowd *** †
John David Duggan
Michael Duran
Jared Eugene Kinn Edwards *
Torin Ellis Fenton ✱
Vanessa L. Fernandes
Abigail Ferrara ***
Mia Rose Foley *
Asher B. Ford ***
Jack E. Frenier
Michelle Frenkel ✱
Elizabeth Strachan Frost
Gabriella A. Gallucci
Louis Jose Garcia
Richard T. Gardella
Kay Gardiner
Liza Marie Gentrup **
Emily Christina Giglio **
Tiffany Amber Golding
Aallexie Aayshah Gomes ✱
Angela A.G. Gonzalez ✱
Sara Ann Griner*
Andrea Gruttadauria
Benjamin Noah Guadalupe
Taylor Guss †
Morgan Taylor Hart
Tatum Rose Hassett ✱
Sarah Louise Heidtman
Celia Yun-Lin-Marie
Henderson ***
Alexis Kate Hogan **
Agnes Beata Holm ***
Kelsey Hunter
Andrew Kenneth Hurley **
Sarah Elizabeth Ilgenfritz **
Esmeralda Yamilet Pina ✱
Anahel Joanna Jean-Gilles ✱
Renee Lynn Jenco ✱
Alexis Jimenez ✱
Brendan Patrick Kearns
Julia Keefe **
Lilliana Rose Kenyon
Mikayla Rose Kiernan
Monique Sarah Kouiame
Morgan D. LaBelle ✱
Jessica Paige LaFreniere *
Griffin Lamoureaux ***
Gregory Legare ✱
Maya Maria LeVasseur ✱
Brianne Shannon Long
Chelsea R. Longa *
Abigail Faye Longnaker ✱
Ishi Lopez
Isabelle Marie Lovezzola
Jasmine Ji Ma ***
Habiba Mabrouk
James Makszin
Hannah Belle Martin ✱
Garrett Patrick Mason ***
Lauren Elizabeth McElligott **
Parker McGettrick **
Cameron D. McGovern ✱
Kaelen McKenna ✱
Hannah Loretta Mellor ✱
Savannah Beatrice Melo **
Sienna G. Mendez
Ian Clifford Scott Menzies
Lauren Rose Messa
Kaitlyn O. Miner ✱
Rosa J. Mohrmann
Diandra Monteiro
Kayla Morandi ***
Paola Moreno
Ivelys Mota
Julie Lynn Myers ***
Ryan Nastro
Falon Nethercott ***
Hanna Marie Neubert ✱
Timothy John Nolan ***
Emma O’Brien
Sophie Lee O’Brien ***
Annabel O’Donnell **
Anissa L. O’Neill ✱
Hunter Derek Palazini ***
Destiny Vannorsyana Pan ✱
Taylor Quinn Parker **
Jennifer Maria Minier Parra
Meredith A. Parsons
Gabriela Pellerano ***
Emily Elizabeth Petrarca ***
Katheryn M. Pettibone
Jaidan Phraphet ✱
Lily Kathryn Piette ✱
Rodrigo P. Pimentel ***
Victoria Marie Pipolo ***
Grayson E. Poirier
Skylar Ann Pompert ✱
Hailey Ward Postl ***
Jillian Morgan Previte
Katrina Shea Price
Alexandra Prybyla ✱
Abigail Eleanor Quinn ✱
Skyler Lynn Rabidoux
Raul Mickle Ramos
Hector E. Ranero
Rylie Hart Rebideu **
Faith Ann Richardson **
Colby J. Rogers
Angela Frances Rossi **
Alexandra Lynne Roy
Lysah Russell ↓
Jessica Sabatino ↓
Janasie T. Chavis Santiago
Trinili LynNez Samantha Schell
Angelita Scott ***
Rachel Marie Severns ***
Amanda Nicole Silva
Antonia P. Simmons *
Jessica Paige Sitzawich
Kaitlyn Nicole Smith **
Jessica Hildegarde Spalding ***
Fatima Spartichino ↓
Alyssa Ryan Sperl **
Allison Paige Spirito **
Katherine Elizabeth Stearley *** ↑
Samanta Stein ***
Faith Elizabeth Tanski **
Jenson Tavares ↓
Rose Marie Teixeira ***
Sophie Therese Tesla
Daez-Zhonnie Thomas **
Lauren Ashley Thomas *
Moira McConaghy Thorp
Dionixel Tornez
Natalie Renee Towle ** ↑
Kylie Elizabeth Tracy *
Katelyn Turner
Angelica R. Tyson ↑
Samuel Ivan Villeda
Brooke Walter ↓
Logan Pauline Walther ***
Sanaiya Watts *
Lydia Weinberg *** ↑
Kayla Elfant Weiss ***
Kevin Thomas Wheeler ↓
Claire Whelan ***
Madison Riley Whitman
Ciana Willette ***
John Conrad Williams
Sydney Elizabeth Winthrop * ↓
Joshua Joon Yi **
Mary Elizabeth Zeller **

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Victoria Temitope Adenegan ↓
Patrick Agyemang ↑
Elizabeth T. Ahwireg ↑
Julia Al-Amir ***
Joseph Alexander ↓
Samantha A. Alexander
Lagzicate Alexandre
Beatriz Goulart Almeida *
Alexis Jean Alvanas ↑
Jalyn Alvarez
Deja Alves ↑
Alyssa Juliette Alvez ↑
Hannah Margaret Anderson ↑
Jarquina Seline Anderson ↑
Alexis C. Andrade
Lauren Marie Andrade ***
Mia Angelini ↑
Amy Shelia Angervil ↑
Gabriella Maria Antoniocci ↑
Gabriel Ignacio Arriagada ↑
Joi Marie Arruda ↓
Samantha Marie Aubin ↓
Alyssa Leigh Avila
Umair M. Ayaz ↓
Dilma P. Azvedo
Nicole M. Babin ***
Faith Boluwatife Badejo ↑
Sophia Renee Bagni ↑
Donovan P. Baker
Gina M. Barbera ↑
Joienevna Barmwell ↑
Oumy Baro
Jennifer Monteiro Barros ↓
Brynn Marie Bartkiewicz ↑
Isiah N. Batista
Dayna Bianca Batres ↑
Nicole Christine Battaglia ↑
Grace Caroline Battile ↑
Alison Batty ↑
Taylor N. Baxter ↑
Catherine Rose Beatrice ↑
Victoria Sarah Beck
Jaimie Arlene Beers ↑
Nathan Liam Belineau-Robinson ***
JoMarie R. Benedetto
Sadie Marie Benn
Colin Gildden Beyna *
Megan Bieger ↑
Asmina Agape Bikos
Hannah Morgan Birdsall *
Chloe Elle Bittelman ***
Angela Elizabeth Black *
Olivia Ellen Bombardier
Samantha Rose Bonello ***
Kennis K. Bonner-Steward
Sasha J. Bosack
Emily Rose Olga Botvin
Krysta Mae Bouchard ↑
Chloe E. Bousquet
Aidan Thomas Boving ***
Carley M. Bowen
Luke Terrence Brennan
Kiersten Brety ↓
Megan Elizabeth Brigham ***
Cara Marie Brinkmann
Alexandra Anne Brown
Brianne Gabrielle Brown ↓
Grace Joy Brzezicki ↓
Kylie Rose Buck ↑
Caitlin Bundy ↓
Kaitlyn Shannon Burgess
Katherine Nicole Bzowyczky ***
Christopher James Cabral ↑
Catherine Isabel Caim ↑
Grace Catherine Caldaron ↑
Kyla Paige Campbell *
Sara Elizabeth Carberry
Molly Katherine Carlson ↑
Tess Lynsey Carmel
Simon Carmona
Jared J. Carr ↓
Antonio M. Carter
Kyle Frederick Carucci
Sara S. Carvalho *
Morgan Rita Cassford ↑
Nicholas A. Chace
Leann Chantavong
Natalie Tala Chasten ↑
Nathanael Chery ↓
Chloe Marie Chiruna ***
Taylor Rose Chofay *
Madison Marie Christiana
Julia N. Cierpich ***
Eric D. Coelho
Rachel Lang Colegrove ↑
Meaghan Elizabeth Colvin ↑
Eric Thomas Connolly ↑
Evan J. Conover
Jessica Cook
Nicholas Correia ↓
Jessica N. Cierpich ***
Madison Marie Christiana
Julia N. Cierpich ***
Eric D. Coelho
Rachel Lang Colegrove ↑
Meaghan Elizabeth Colvin ↑
Eric Thomas Connolly ↑
Evan J. Conover
Jessica Cook
Nicholas Correia ↓
John Anthony Cravero
Ella Kristina Cudmore ↑
Elena Beth Cusato
Miricia Da Cruz
Hannah Catherine Dale ↑
Sidney Tyler D’Allesandro ↑
Nadia DaRosa ↓
Claire Elizabeth Dartt
Sophia Bay Daylor ↑
Irrany De Jesus ↑
Noelya Yasbel Delacruz ↑
Jillian Mary Delaney
Logan Seth Delisle ↑
Chantel Nicole Rosario De Los Santos
Allison Rose DeLuca ***
Alexis Paige DeMarco ↑
Mikyle Anthony DePina
Jacqueline Vallerie Derosa ↓
Joshua Antonio Deus ↑
Ashley Louise Devolve ↓
Emily L. DiDonato ↑
Paige Barbara D’Iorio ↓
Sara Lynn Doherty ↑
Catherine Jane Dolan ***
Emili Grace Donato ↑
Xavier A. Dones
Mackenzie Marie DosSantos ***
Katherine Ana Dougherty ↑
Isabella Jayne Dowd ↑
Sarah Elizabeth Downes ***
Mark Dreher-Sumper
Samantha Richele DubBrow *** ↑
Michael John Dugan ↑
Marissa Nikeita Durden
Mollie Paige Dyer ***
Juliet Eckert ↑
Edward Egan ↑
Sean Martin Egan
Ava Olivia Eisner ↑
Ryan William Ellinwood
Jada Ann Elliott ↑
Chy Summer Ellis ↓
Anny Lisbeth Vargas
Encarnacion
Genesis Gabriela Estrada ↑
Joselinda G. Evora
Cailin Margaret Fairbrother ***
Jacob Todd Faria ↓
Liam C. Farrington
Grant Brooks Fawcett ↑
Aneliz Maritza Feliz ↑
Erynn Anne Field ↑
Abigail D. Fillion ↑
Danielle Elizabeth Fitzmaurice ↑
Indigo Anastasia Forbes ↑
Olivia Victoria Fowler
Adrian Alejandro Franco *
Nikolaj Randolph Freschlin
Samantha Victoria Furando ***
Marquis Gabbidon ‡
Katelin M. Gallagher **
Zoe Elaine Gallagher
Sophia Rose Gallo
Armando Garcia ***
Emma Rose Garcia
Samuel George Garcia *** †
Rafael Villar Garo
Fatima Louise Gassama
Samuel Gaston *
Brad Gaudreau †
Lillie Gazeryan
Meghan Gedrich **
Liza Marie Gentrup **
Brad Gaudreau †
Victoria Ray Glucksman  ‡
Max-Veda A. Golafale
Justin Anthony Goncalo  ‡
Crystal Gonzalez
Kevin Gossmann-Johnson *
Ariana Marie Goulart
Tara Gozaydin **
Alicia Dorothy Grant ***
Astin Gatt ‡
Elizabeth Fairchild Greason
Ries J. Grundstra ***
Abigail Haggerty ‡
Catherine Halligan **
Victoria Natalie Hansen *
Melissa Elizabeth Hayes ***
Anita Nicole Hazziez **
Joseph Richard Hedde ‡
Celia Yun-Lin-Marie
Henderson ***
Kathryn Hendrakz *
Ryann Elizabeth Henry ***
Jason Lee Hernandez ***
Faith Marie Hindy ‡
Abigail T. Hopkins
Alison T. Hornung ***
Karlie Marianne Hucks ‡

Fiona Rose Hughes ***
Katherine Elizabeth
Hutchinson ***
Savanah A. Iasimone
Kamolat Olasewa Ibikunle *
Temitayo Ijaduola
Kelsey Nicole Irvine *
Camille Marie Ivory ‡
Renee R. Jacques ***
Anahsee Johanna Jean-Gilles *
Renee Lynn Jenco *** †
Douglas Jensen
Amy Jimenez * †
Patrick Reyes Johnson ‡
Reniqua Lynette Johnson †
Hailey B. Joyce * †
Miranda F. Julian *** †
Makayla Shania Justa
Seth Anthony Kadark ***
Suleina Kamarah
Heather Anne Kan * †
Jennifer Kang ** †
Audrey Kassandra Kenyon †
Joseph Kesseler
Anna Khabaeva
Maxim Kheyfets *
Mikayla Rose Kiernan *** †
Danyale King
Farah May Kinsella
Melissa A. Kluglein ***
Eve Tracy Kohler  ‡
Addison David Kopack ***
Dana Jean Webb Krudys *** †
Olivia G. Khabasik †
Rachel Paige LaCroix *** †
Zachary Richard Lamoureux
Joshua Michael Leavitt †
Parker Rose LeBlanc *
Ally LeGrow
Avia Cali Leichtling ***
Madeline M. Leonardo
Shihao Li *** ‡
William Li
Alexis Thelma Lilly
RotWishtney Lim * †
Kathryn Sydney Loiko ***
Mercedez Ann Lopes

Emily LoRusso
Tarra Marie Lourenco
Danielle Lozowsky
Isabelle Sophia Lucca ***
Amelia Frances Lusi ‡
Jasmine Ji Ma ***
Jennifer Grace Macnie
Lindsay Ilse Madigan **
Nicole Catherine Madigan
Renee Danielle Malenfant *
Victoria Dimon Malesspin
Kiara Ann Maloney ***
Victoria Ann Marano *
Amanda May Mariano
Kelsey Elizabeth Markey ***
Anna Marie Mascia *
Timothy Francis McDavitt
Kayla M. McEnery
Conor Michael McGonagle
Erin McHugh ** †
Kelly Siobhan McKay ***
Lauren N. McNelis
Kiley M. Medeiros ‡
Skyla Teressa Medeiros ‡
Isabel Melo †
Andrew Mendes
Angelique Marie Mendes
Karissa Mae Mendes **
Sienna G. Mendez
Aleshka Mercedes-Fontan
Madison Rose Mercure
Loren Charlotte Messier ***
Valerie Marie Mielnicki
Dominique Marie Milinazzo **
Grace Elizabeth Mischler ***
Emily Nicole Mitko ***
Gillian Arabella Mitkowski ***
Rebecca Ann Mitlof
Brittany Rose Mollicone
Khari Zoe Montague
Jaye Elan Monteiro
Rebeca Maria Moran
Alejandra Moreno
Sierra Marie Morse
Alexandrea Marie Moura
Elizabeth K. Moy *
Antinece Sheree Muhammad *
Ashley Marie Munoz
Caitlin Elizabeth Murdoch
Kelyn Musler
Daniella Marie Napoli *
Katherine Anne Napolitano
Timothy Mark Nault Jr.
Fatu Ndiaye
Claudia Noelle Nelson * ‡
Aidan Costa Neves ** ‡
Joshua Vincent Nichols
Megan Nieckarz ***
Kaley Lyn Oliverio †
Shanellly Bienvenida Ortiz
Isabelle Rose O’Toole ***
Gabriella Vay Oum *** †
Juan Carlos Oviedo ‡
Destiny Vannsoraya Pan **
Brandon A. Parada *** †
Mackenzie Rose Paradis ***
Kailie Patrie ***
Brianna Patton ***
Kaitlin Mary Pelletier ‡
Shailia Pena
Talon Courtney Perdue
Kristina Marie Pereschinho *
Sebastian Perez
Judy L. Perry ‡
Amelia Maureen Peterson ***
Emily Elizabeth Petrarca ***
Jenna Marie Pesza * †
Daniel Ryan Pierce
Nayeli Jimena Pineda
Staci Pinkowitz
Victoria Marie Pipolo ***
Claudia Michele Pisciotta ***
Persephone Hope Platt *** †
Hallie Plescia *** †
Kristen A. Pomposelli
Hailey Ward Postl ***
Ashley Victoria Powers **
Jillian Morgan Previte

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† Requirements completed in 2022
‡ Requirements to be completed August 2023
Benjamin Prior ‡
Alyssa Marie Prosperi
Julisa Aime Feliz Pujols * ‡
Staley Putnam
Elyse A. Quetta *
Nathalia A. Gomez Quiceno ‡
Abigail Eleanor Quinn ***
Jamie Leigh Quintiliani
Kathryn Celia Raduazzo *
Nadia Roisin Rajan *** ‡
Jorge Ramirez
Skyler Anne Rapuano
Lauren Elizabeth Redmond *** †
Mareya Christine Regan **
Victoria Renzi
Emily Renzoni ***
Emma Kate Reuther **
Miranda Garcia Reyes
Jenna Nicole Ribeiro **
Fiona Egan Ricci
Amy Victoria Riggs
Lily Catherine Rizza **
Matthew B. Roache *** †
Jacob O. Robertson *
Mia Gabrielle Roccesano ‡
Matthew Isaiah Roche †
Jenna Louise Roderiques
Genesis Rodrigues ** †
Devany Angeline Roessler
Emily Rogalle **
Sadie Marie Rondeau **
Claire Marie Ross *
Lydia Marie Rousseau ***
Emma Ryan
Shannon Elizabeth Sampson *** †
Adeola Comfort Samuel
Janaija Olivia Santos * ‡
Victoria K. Sarit ‡
Dylan Matthew Schmid
Deirdre Eden Seabury ***
Elizabeth Segal *
Alex Visal Seng *
Sydney Easton Shannon ***
Macie Piper Shaw ***
Caitlyn Julia Shea ** †
Alexis Marie Silva **
Jason S. Silveira
Rebecca Anne Sims *** †
Olivia Hope Sipperly  **
Ahmad Cea Smith
Amber Smith
Matthew R. Smith **
Ana Soares *
Gabrielle Vanessa Soares **
John Francis Soares †
Olivia Marie Soares ‡
Jalazia Solis
Kayla Marie Spencer **
Peter Blomberg Spodnick **
Samuel Shea St.Hilaire ‡
Sean Robert St. Jacques **
Jayden MeiQin Stack ***
Elia Kathleen Stahl ‡
Shelby Anne Stavis ‡
Gillian Hannah Stone *
Claire Elizabeth Storti ***
Rico Stracco *
Katrina Elizabeth Straub ***
Scott Michael Stuard **
Emily Elizabeth Sullivan ** ‡
MacKenzie Sullivan
Olivia Ann Sullivan ***
Cassandra Swenson **
Adam P. Tabares ***
Anna Rose Tammoro
Cailey Jeanine Tanner **
Yamelly Taveras
Alexia Thach **
Jada Cameron Thompson *** †
Molly Anne Toole ***
Sophia Meadow Triarico ***
Xiana Leigh Twombly ***
Isabella Grace Ursini *
Samantha Valakos **
Lauren Emily Valenta * ‡
Alisa Annett Vallejo * †
Brecklynn Elizabeth Van Uden
Fabian Andre Vargas ‡
Liorys Vargas  ‡
Melanie Vargas *
Raven Vasquez †
Angelene Marie Vega
Annie Louise Veo
Nairobi Vina
Madeline Rose Vining ***
Abigail Maria Vogt **
Kassandra Vollmer
Rebecca Jean Von Rosk †
Claire Elizabeth Wagner
Grace Kathleen Wales ***
Libby Lee Walker *** †
Caleb Warren †
Zacharias James Warren **
Savannah Warwick ***
Lydia Weinberg *** †
Amanda Renee Wheelock ***
Russell James White ‡
Lily Katherine Williams *
Nadia Sophia Williams †
Janae’Asia Dayshnell Wilson †
Alexandra Wisely ***
Rachel Mae Witham **
Leah Jean Wohlbach ***
Sofie Janet Woodiwiss †
Katie Anne Wright ***
Jonathan Ford Wyant
Mckenna Jolie Yarrows
Ainsley Nagle Zaik ***
Fahimah A. Zaman ***
Kira Faith Zannetti **
Natalie Nicole Zema ‡
Qian Zhu
Gabriela Elizabeth Zurawinski
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teresa Sierra</td>
<td>Pharmaceutical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anusha Singamaneni</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin P. Siravo</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin M. Slifer</td>
<td>Speech-Language Pathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marisa Sloterdjik</td>
<td>Dietetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Smith</td>
<td>Environmental and Natural Resource Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacira Rosa Soares</td>
<td>Civil and Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somang Song</td>
<td>Oceangraphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail L. Soscia</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis A. Soto</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaghan Sweet Spellman</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan L. St. Hilaire</td>
<td>Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Staples</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Stark</td>
<td>Human Development and Family Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lian Elizabeth Steinberg</td>
<td>Human Development and Family Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin M. Stender</td>
<td>Healthcare Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Stevenson</td>
<td>Dietetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maeve C. Story</td>
<td>Ocean Engineering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Requirements completed in 2022
DOMINIK STRAMA, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Leon M. Sundermann, Systems Engineering †
Karina Tavares, Human Development and Family Science
Kacelin Then, Accounting †
Kiley Elizabeth Therrien, Dietetics †
Emily Elizabeth Tibbels, Speech-Language Pathology
Amanda Dorothy Tiburcio, Nursing †
David Michael Trujillo, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics †
Uldine Navery Tse, Healthcare Management
Maya Rose Turnbull, Civil and Environmental Engineering †
Nathan C. Tustison, Ocean Engineering
Sabah Ummie, Electrical Engineering †
Wilhelm Unkelbach, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics †
Ravi Y. Upadhyay, Pharmaceutical Sciences
Adam B. Vanasse, Physics
Elizabeth Varkonyi, Biological and Environmental Sciences †
Louis Varrichione, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics †
Yesenia P. Vega, College Student Personnel
Lidia Vognar, Healthcare Management †
Crystal Faith Volpe, Dietetics †
Timothy Wagstrom, Mathematics
Jaide S. Wendt, Human Development and Family Science
Austin David Whewell, Nutrition and Food Science
Gina Wilderspin, Dietetics †
Caroline Willuhn, Chemical Engineering †
Christine Wojciechowski, Kinesiology
Alexander W. Worrell, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Long Yang, Nursing †
Alexander James Yonchak, Biological and Environmental Sciences
Brady Young, Mathematics
Jordan Erin Young, Nutrition and Food Science
Michelle Yuen, Dietetics †
Tabitha A. Zarazinski, College Student Personnel
Ke Zhang, Biological and Environmental Sciences
Zian Zheng, Statistics †

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Alicia Ademi †
Edvin Jaquesson Akselsen †
Honggyung An
Erik Anderson †
Rachel Ansong †
Isabel E. Atma †
David Charles Ayrassian †
Luke Lopes Bakos †
Monica E. Barker
Simon Baynediek †
Danielle Beartuce †
Jacob Henry Beretta †
Gia Lee Bonaminio
Thomas D. Bonnaeu
Szlardi Boroczky
Jordan Brnjicj
Melissa Camba-Kelsay †
Caleigh Frances Clifford
Evelyn C. Conroy
Noemi Csepregi
John Cucinotta †
Flora M. Czinege
Christine de Silva
Melanie P. Diamanti
Timothy Dobson †
Kathryn Donovan †
Zsuzsanna Egri
Sean Nicholas Ferreira †
Jacob Mullin Fire †
Ethan Fowler †
Selvarani Ganesan
Olivia Giordano
Caitlyn Greene
Hikmat J. Haddada †
Madeline E. Haring †
Tiara Higuchi †
Kayleigh Meyer Hill †
Matthew R. Huff
James Paul Isabella †
Ryan C. Ivone
Oussama Jarrar †
Jodie Jones †
Kirstin G. Kaija †
Jordan Kodoah †
Natalia Kovalova
Jessica Kowacki
Agnes Kozma

SIRAN N. KRIKORIAN †
Michael Anthony Leone
Jamie Letran †
Everett Lewis †
Cherilynn Lombardi
Steven W. Lucier †
Ruslans Maidans †
Gabriella Ann Marcella †
Paul Masciarelli
Szemere Maurer
Thomas McGrath †
Martina Meyen †
Sarah Moldt †
Tammy Lynn Napolitano
Norbert Nemeth
Peter Nemeth
Steven J. Neves
Sarah Nowak †
Eamon O’Connell
James Stephen Paolino †
Katie Paul †
Samuel Perreault †
Elizabeth Ruth Poulin †
Erika Renee Rohdin
Anita Jane Seraichky
Melanie Sheehan †
Jamie R. Smith
Suzana Smith
Noah James Stephenson †
Istvan Szekeres
Jishnu B. Thakuria †
Thomas Thalmann
Carlotta Anne Trapassi †
Samuel Robert Vallee †
Alex F. Vessella †
Aidan J. Votaw †
Paul J. Whelan
Lisa Marie Willis
Elizabeth Wong †
David Lloyd Young
David Zawacki
MASTER'S DEGREES
continued

MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT

Kylie M. Abouzeid
Hector Barreras
Karisa Blumenschein Berger
Helmi Caesar
Ade Cimita
Sydney T. Clays †
Darliandri Darliandri
Gebrina R. Fajria
Muhammad A. Fayadh
Isabella Giacomo
Mutiara Hanny
Ryan M. Healey †
Sasmita Hossain
Nadia E. Moss
Madeline Murphy
Kathleen L. Neubert
Christopher S. Robadue
Donald Ruggieri
Sasmita Sasmita
Lisa Louise Schaefer
Sarah Nicole Schecter
Maegan Nicole Shanaghan
Samantha Rose Thibault
Jonathan S. Thomas †
Wendy I. Veale
Teuku Zaliansyah
Muhammad Zikrullah

Lynn Bradford
Colin Thomas Braun †
Kelsey N. Breen
Michael David Broussard †
Jill A. Campanella-Dysart †
Christopher A. Cassaday †
Stacy Clark
Kelsey C. Cronin †
Erin Cunningham †
Kathryn H. Cunningham †
Tara Lisie Deaver †
Melissa Denham †
Alyssa Jean Downey †
Thomas Dubois
Kaitlyn Durban †
Laura Ferri †
Melanie Fricchione †
Sarah Eliza Griffin †
Sandra Horton
Leo Janigian
Kelly Kimball
Reina M. Kirkendall †
Heather A. Kislywicz †
Ajdida Koci
Amanda Logee †
Jade A. Lopez
Jennifer Lowrey †
Eduardo Veras Martinez †
Danielle L. Mercure †
Alaina Ann Moran
Mary Elizabeth Murland †
Katherine Brossard Nazarian
Ryan O’Hara †
Jana E. Pietrzyk †
Alexandra E. Robison †
Mariisa Salvas †
Michael F. Sansevero
Daniel Yoshio Shartin †
Jordyn Smith †
Kaitlyn E. Smith †
David Sok
Acadia Stevens †
Lerin K. Sullivan †
Elizabeth M. Swan †
Winfield S. Swanson †
Amanda Lynn Timperley
Julia Tonelli
Alyssa D. Varin
Kelly Rose Voigt †
Samuel Watson

MASTER OF MARINE AFFAIRS

Courtney J. Bayon †
Michael J. Burke
Annabelle M. Leahy
Bruce E. Lofgren †
Christopher Perrett †

MASTER OF MUSIC

Nathan B. De Angelis †
Benjamin Marcolle
Natasha A. Rosario

MASTER OF OCEANOGRAPHY

Kelsey Meigs Brown
Sarah Jane Cook
Elizabeth Marie Davis
Noah Dedeo †
Christine de Silva
Amelia L. Flannery
James Terrence Gallagher
Sarah Gribbin
Sixuan Li †
Whitney Marshall †
Sarah A. Ring †
Anna Simon
Hannah R. Thigpen †
Maya B. Thompson

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Colby Murray Anderson
Kathryn A. Bianchi
Kevin P. Caswell
Anthony Dattorro †
Daniel Joseph Fogarty †
David L. Jardim †
Amelia Lavallee
Erin Mullen
Lora M. Pineda †
Jeffrey Poland
MaKenzie Danielle Pratt
Alexis Rapoza
Megan H. Murra Rocke
Katherine Anne Shappy †
Jenny Shaw
Max Loic Silva †
Stacy Sullivan
Camryn Mary Tierney
Una Kathleen Treanor
Patrick B. Wolfe

† Requirements completed in 2022
PROFESSIONAL MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT AND APPLIED ANALYTICS

Jacob Alexander †
Abby Anderson †
Mark Phillip Butler †
Abby Delaney Collins
Neri J. Franco †
Alexandra Paige Greer †
Beatrice Rose Hoffman †
Kelsey Noelle Lamothe †
Jason R. Lau †
Jacob M. Magiera †
Courtney Anne McGrath †
Manuel Emilio Melo †
Brian J. Quigley †
Michael J. Roache †

PROFESSIONAL SCIENCE MASTER’S IN CYBER SECURITY

Mark Baker †
Benjamin Dahrooge
Kenneth Lu Diaz
Conner Joseph Flynn
Michael W. Flynn
Jean Carlos Hurtado
Nicholas Kidd
Jacob Andrew Lussier
Crystal Martin
Samuel Alan Millette
Jacob Muller †
Saipranitha Nichanametla
Alicia Pahr †
Tyler R. Parks †
Samantha Louise Tibay Saldua

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

Nicole A. Asquino
Rachel Marie Bartels
Jessica L. Cardoso †
Jacob Carlson
Hannah Carvalho
Scott R. Comparetto
Jonathan K. Currier
Daniel O. DeLuca
Nicolette Margaret Donahue
Caden Durham
Kristen Marie English
Eli Espanol †
Samantha M. Farhi
Jaclyn Grace Fernandez
Briana Gough
Samantha Riley Harrison
Connor R. Hayward
Tzipporah Kapilevich
Kelesey Brown Maher
Danielle Nicole Martin
Taylor Meyerjack
Ronald Bryan Minear
Hailey L. Parente
Lauren Marguerite Parente
Kyung Chan Park
Bailey Elisabeth Ricci
James P. Sorel
Brandon Weick
Hannah Whalen
Trevor R. Williams
Taylor Marie Worthington
Timothy K. Yee

Marwan Fouad Abdelatti, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics †
Using GPU Parallel Algorithms and AI
Manbir Sodhi, Major Professor

Jessica Alesio, Chemical Engineering †
PFAS Binding to Proteins and Lipids
Geoff Bothun, Major Professor

Muzahidul Islam Anik, Chemical Engineering †
Core-Shell Nanoparticles for Application
Geoff Bothun, Major Professor

Cali L. Antolini, Chemistry
Photochemical Dynamics of Ferrate (VI)
Dugan Hayes, Major Professor

Stefanie Argus, Education
White Women Racial Reckoning
Annemarie Vaccaro, Major Professor

Muhammad Hasan Ashraf, Business Administration
Reconceptualizing Supply Chain Flows
Mehmet Gokhan Yalcin, Major Professor

Albert H. Avant, English
Muscadine: Poems
Peter Covino, Major Professor

Emma C. Baughman, English
Middle Children of History
Ryan Trimm, Major Professor

Nathan L. Baumann, Psychology †
Clustering of Health Behaviors
James Prochaska, Major Professor

Andrew J. Bechard, Environmental and Natural Resource Economics †
Economic Impacts of Harmful Algal Blooms
Corey Lang, Major Professor

Julie Ann Bosland, Biological and Environmental Sciences
Best Practices for Small-Scale Poultry
Becky Sartini, Major Professor

Pamela L. Brewer, Nursing †
HTN and Preterm Adults
Mary C. Sullivan, Major Professor
Amy L. D’Agata, Major Professor

Caitlin M. Ogram Buckley, Psychology †
Brain Health Perceptions Questionnaire
David Faust, Major Professor

Wenqiu Cao, Psychology †
Risk Prediction for Opioid Use Disorder
Theodore Walls, Major Professor

DOCTORAL DEGREES
DOCTORAL DEGREES

Tomali Chakravarty, Biological and Environmental Sciences †
SWISNMF Mediated Gene Regulation
Arnob Dutta, Major Professor

Xiaolian Chen, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics
Soft Robot Design, Modeling, and Control
Chengzhi Yuan, Major Professor

Robert B. Chevalier, Chemistry †
Tools for Marine Sensing via SERS
Jason Dwyer, Major Professor

Youngji Cho, English
Ideology, Community, and the Self
Carolyn Betensky, Major Professor

Matthew Colavita, Ocean Engineering
Forces on Shape Changing Bodies
Jason Dahl, Major Professor

Damiano Consilvio, English
Computational Close Reading
David Falik, Major Professor

Alícia M. Crisalli, Pharmaceutical Sciences
Structure-Activity Study of Carcinoogens
Bongsup Cho, Major Professor

Benjamin B. Cromwell, Chemistry †
Analyte Detection and Piezocatalysis
William B. Euler, Major Professor

Daniel J. Delaney, Psychology †
Simultaneous Alcohol and Marijuana Use
Lynda Stein, Major Professor

Tania Thalita Silva de Oliveira, Chemical Engineering †
Gold Nanoparticles, Micro/Nanoplastics
Arijit Bose, Major Professor

Gabriel DePace, Computer Science †
CS Middle School Assessment
Edmund A. Lamagna, Major Professor

Maria Difonte, Psychology †
Feasibility Acceptability EBB and Flow
Ellen Flannery-Schroeder, Major Professor

Sam Doner, Civil and Environmental Engineering †
Composite Materials Behaviour
Sumanta Das, Major Professor

Leah R. Dorfman, Psychology
Effect of Act on Values in Weight Loss
Andrea Paiva, Major Professor

Joan R. Dugas, Nursing
Home Health Care Nurses’ Experiences
Jennifer Mammen, Major Professor
Catharina Gillisjö, Major Professor

Eva-Molly Petitto Dunbar, Psychology †
Behavior Change Drivers
James Prochaska, Major Professor

Natalie Q. Fenn, Psychology †
Civic Engagement and Non-College YAs
Mark Robbins, Major Professor

James A. Ferry, English
Resisting Arrest
Derek Nikitas, Major Professor

Shannon Forkus, Psychology
Interpersonal Trauma and Substance Use
Nicole Weiss, Major Professor

Matthew Thomas Freeman, Chemical Engineering
Particle Engineering for Drug Delivery
Samantha Meenach, Major Professor

Gina Gallucci, Pharmaceutical Sciences
PPARα Targeted Therapy in Cholestasis
Nisanne Ghomem, Major Professor

Joise Garzon, Education
Testimonials of Latina/o College Students
Annemarie Vaccaro, Major Professor

Robert Gondola, Education
Community College Students’ Experience
Kathy Peno, Major Professor

Cristian E. Graupe, Ocean Engineering †
Automated Acoustic Positioning of AUV’s
Lora Van Uffelen, Major Professor

Amy Grzybowski, Education
A Case Study of Noncredit to Credit
Pathways at Community Colleges
Kathy Peno, Major Professor

Esperanza E. Gutierrez, Nursing
The Strengths of Latina Mothers
Diane C. Martins, Major Professor

James T. Hagan, Chemistry
Optimized Nanopore Sensing of Sugars
Jason Dwyer, Major Professor

Erin Harrington, Biological and Environmental Sciences †
Transdisciplinary SciComm Assessment
Scott McWilliams, Major Professor

Syed Fayaz Ul Haq Hashmi, Pharmaceutical Sciences †
Bile Acid Dysregulation and PTB
Ruitang Deng, Major Professor

Carlon L. Hasselbrink, Chemistry †
Waterwheels and Chromophores
Dugan Hayes, Major Professor

Bing He, Oceanography †
Detecting Slow Slip Events from Seafloor Pressure Data Using Machine Learning
Meng Wei, Major Professor

Hojat Heidari-Bafroui, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics
Microfluidic Paper-Based Devices
Mohammad Faghi, Major Professor
Constantine Anagnostopoulos, Major Professor

Kristin N. Huizenga, Oceanography †
Lobster Juveniles Struggle in Inshore RI
Candace Ovitt, Major Professor

Ryan C. Ivone, Chemical Engineering
Creation of Controlled Release Platforms
Samantha Meenach, Major Professor

Claara James, Psychology †
Cognitive Reappraisal vs. Acceptance
Ellen Flannery-Schroeder, Major Professor

Gethmini Kasunka Jayasekara, Chemistry
Cu(l)-Catalyzed Photochemistry
Dugan Hayes, Major Professor

Mestiyag Dow Chamithi D. Jayawardana, Chemistry †
Low Temp. and High Voltage Electrolytes
Brett Lucht, Major Professor

Megan C. Jones, Education
Queer and Trans Education in Finland
Danielle Dennis, Major Professor

Mehrsak Khalegikarahrodi, Industrial and Systems Engineering
Exploring Unique EV Charging Behaviors
Gretchen Macht, Major Professor

Tracy A. Khan, Business Administration
Fun in Marketing
Christy Ashley, Major Professor
Cynthia B Satornino, Major Professor

Kayla R. Kurtz, Civil and Environmental Engineering †
Biofouling of Marine Sensors
Vinka Craver, Major Professor

Michael S. Landreth, English
Waiting Too Long to Move at Green Lights
Peter Covino, Major Professor

Albert E. Larson, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Flux to Flow
Ali S. Akanda, Major Professor

† Requirements completed in 2022
Hewenxuan Li, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics †
Data-Driven Fatigue Damage Monitoring
David Cheildee, Major Professor

Gideon A. Lyngdoh, Civil and Environmental Engineering †
Atomistic Simulation of Cement Material
Sumanta Das, Major Professor

Basia Marcks, Oceanography †
Past Southern Ocean Nutrient Consumption
Rebecca Robinson, Major Professor

Lynn M. McCane, Interdisciplinary Neuroscience †
ICDS Effects on Spinal Plasticity
Susan D’Andrea, Major Professor

Josiah Morrison, Biological and Environmental Sciences
Mechanisms Behind E. Coli Growth Cycles
Jodi L. Camberg, Major Professor

Catherine G. Nowakowski, Oceanography
Gulf of Maine Biogeochemical Cycling
Kelton W. McMahon, Major Professor

Connor M. O’Loughlin, Mathematics
Dynamics of Rational Difference Equation
Mustafa Kulenovic, Major Professor

Michelle G. Palmer, Nursing
Hypoglycemia Screening in Term Newborns
Susan DeSanto-Madeya, Major Professor

Jeeban Panthi, Biological and Environmental Sciences
Coastal Hydrodynamics Investigation
Thomas Boving, Major Professor

Kassie L. Picard, Chemistry
Pesticides, Polymers, and Pollution
Matt Kiesewetter, Major Professor

Zachary Tyler Pimentel, Biological and Environmental Sciences †
Bacterial Dynamics in Coastal Systems
Ying Zhang, Major Professor

Ben Darius Piraino, Biological and Environmental Sciences
Proteome Regulation and Toxin Activation
Jodi L. Camberg, Major Professor

Hem K. Pokharel, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Improving Quality: Exploring CWF
Vinka Craver, Major Professor

Surenda R. Puri, Chemistry
Nanoscale Liquid/Liquid Interface
Jiyeon Kim, Major Professor

Rui Qi, Pharmaceutical Sciences †
Research in DNA Adduct
Deyu Li, Major Professor

Peter Paul Ricci, Chemical Engineering †
The Next Paradigm in Vapor Sensing
Otto Gregory, Major Professor

Jessica Lynne Richardi, Education †
A Classical Approach to K–12
Shane Tutwiler, Major Professor

Amanda A. Roy, Psychology †
Co-Constructing Self-Compassion
Patricia Morokoff, Major Professor

Julian M. Saad, Psychology
The Self-Health Movement
James Prochaska, Major Professor

Sadetou Sagna, Education
Black Francophone African International Students in Higher Education
Kathy Peno, Major Professor

Daniel D. Sartori, Electrical Engineering
OSE and Matrix Filtering for SISA
Kaushalya Adhikari, Major Professor

Paul S. Saucio, Civil and Environmental Engineering †
Numerical Analyses of Foundation Systems
Aaron Bradshaw, Major Professor

Melissa Schick, Psychology †
Affect, Alcohol Use, and Risky Sex
Nichea Spillane, Major Professor

Lauren E. Severeyn, Chemistry †
Supramolecular Host-Guest Synthesis
Brenton DeBoef, Major Professor

Elaine W. Shen, Biological and Environmental Sciences
Socio-Ecological Reef Biomonitoring
Austin Humphries, Major Professor

Chengzhi Yuan, Major Professor

Zachary James Shepard, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Biological Interactions Nanomaterials
Vinka Oyanedel-Craver, Major Professor

Coral L. Shuster, Psychology †
Dyadic Emotion Regulation and Autism
Theodore Walls, Major Professor

Melissa A. Smith, Chemistry
XANES Study of Oxidative States
Degan Hayes, Major Professor

Charles D. Spellman Jr., Civil and Environmental Engineering †
Activated Ferrate for Water Treatment
Joseph E. Goodwill, Major Professor

Arijit Bose, Major Professor

Dominique Engome Tchupo, Environmental and Natural Resource Economics †
Quantitative Analysis of Communication
Gretchen Macht, Major Professor

Craig Tilton, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics
Volumes in Confined Environments
Arun Shukla, Major Professor

Phillip K. Topper, Education
Improving Student Dialogue
Julie Coto, Major Professor

Hannah Trautmann, Biological and Environmental Sciences
Heterogeneous Ribosomes and bS21
Kathryn Ramsey, Major Professor

Loes van Dam, Oceanography †
Migrating Mid-Ocean Ridge Geodynamics
Christopher R. Kincaid, Major Professor

Xiaozhuo Wei, Oceanography
Hawaii Volcanoes
Yang Shen, Major Professor

Kevin H. Wong, Biological and Environmental Sciences †
Coral Acclimatization Across Generations
Hollie M. Putnam, Major Professor

Jingting Zhang, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics
Modeling, Diagnosis and Control
Chengzhi Yuan, Major Professor

Xiaohui Zhou, Oceanography †
Wave Impacts Under Tropical Cyclones
Tetsu Hara, Major Professor

Isaac Ginis, Major Professor
WELCOME TO THE ALUMNI COMMUNITY

Today you are joining a strong and talented community of about 143,000 alumni worldwide. You'll find many ways to stay connected to URI and your Rhody friends—through social gatherings, special events, reunions, and great networking opportunities. In addition, be sure to follow @AlumniURI on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. Visit alumni.uri.edu/young-alumni to find resources for recent alumni.

SUPPORT FOR YOUR CAREER

The alumni community is a powerful resource to help you along your career journey. You'll find hundreds of alumni ready to offer advice within URI CareerConnect, a career mentoring platform that matches you with alumni advisors based on degree, field, location, and other criteria. Set up your profile and schedule a one-on-one conversation with a fellow Ram right away! Alumni Career Services also offers webinars and workshops throughout the year to support your career journey. Visit alumni.uri.edu/careers to take advantage of these resources.

ANSWER THE RHODY SENIOR CHALLENGE

Congratulations! Members of the Class of 2023, we invite you to take part in the alumni tradition of making a gift to RhodyNow, which provides immediate support to all facets of the University. Gifts of all sizes make an impact, and your participation is what matters most! Help the Class of 2023 answer the challenge, and encourage your classmates to do the same!

Leave your mark and be counted! Visit uri.edu/give.

A special thank-you to the class members who stepped up to answer the challenge and can be seen wearing the philanthropy cord. Every gift does make a difference, and we are grateful for yours.